A message from Edythe Rawnsley (Hon. Librarian 1951-1988)
“It should be noted that issue No.1 of the Helvetia News Letter 1948 does not
exist. Not even our founder, E H Spiro, had kept a copy. As far as I can
remember it was only a single sheet announcing the formation of a specialist
society for Swiss Philately and the intention to publish a „ News Letter‟.”

Helvetia Philatelic Society: The beginnings.
In 1971, on the occasion of the Helvetia Philatelic Society's Silver Jubilee, its
founder Edward Henry Spiro was invited by „ Stamp Collecting ‟ to record his
reminiscences of the Society's foundation and its early years. These jottings are,
in the main, based on the article that appeared at the time.
Our Founder's professional life was devoted to journalism (print and radio). He
also worked in Allied Intelligence prior to and during the Second World War and
experienced pre-war more than one spell as a "guest" in the then newly-formed
Concentration camps. His experiences resulted; post-war, in him having at least
fifteen books published under the name of E. H. Cookridge. The majority of
these books, including titles such as " The Third Man: The truth about Kim Philby,
double agent" and " George Blake - Double Agent", relate to spying. A totally
different subject is his " History of the Orient Express ".
Like most youngsters Spiro (Cookridge) collected anything and everything and it
was whilst accredited to the Secretariat of the League of Nations in Geneva
between 1936 and 1938 that he turned his attention to Swiss stamp issues.
During that time he was fortunate to meet philatelic giants such as Baron de
Reuterskiöld, Dr. G. Fulpius and Arthur Hertsch. Over thirty years later a few
pre-adhesive letters given him by Reuterskiöld by way of "encouraging a young
man to become a serious collector" remained treasured items in his collection.
Upon his return to peacetime England, Spiro resumed his hobby, collecting his
albums from the bank safe where they had avoided the destruction of his house
in an air raid. He was a co-founder of the Wimbledon Philatelic Society which
included two or three members interested in Swiss material. This handful of
enthusiasts, gathering around Spiro's dining table, and saw the birth of our
Society, originally named the Helvetia Stamp Club.
Shortly after this, the embryonic Society staged a public display at the Stagg &
Russell Exhibition Gallery in London's Leicester Square. This site subsequently
gave rise to the now much lamented defunct Swiss Centre. The display proved a
totally unexpected and overwhelming success and scores of members were
recruited. The first properly elected committee of the Helvetia Philatelic Society
came into existence at a meeting held at the Bonnington Hotel in October 1948.
Our founder was subsequently to hold office as Secretary and Chairman.

Among the early committee members was Mrs. Edythe Rawnsley, the first lady
member, who for many years remained as the firm pillar of the Society,
combining the roles of Secretary and Newsletter Editor. It was during her
stewardship that she founded our Library that, outside Switzerland, contains one
of the best philatelic literature collections of related material. Mr. A. J. Harding,
(at the time the only Englishman on the management team of the Swiss Tourist
Office in London) took on the post of Treasurer and was still similarly employed
at the time of the Society's Silver Jubilee! Philip Stratton, a survivor of Dunkirk,
was our first "Packet Superintendent". Among our early members were such
well-known philatelists and Fellows of the Royal as Professor Landau, Dr. K.
Strauss, and Lawrence Moore M.B.E.
The latter, particularly knowledgeable in Swiss postal history, later formed the
Society‟s Northern Group and was subsequently elected President of the Society.
Other early holders of this office included Miss Winifred Penn-Gaskell F.R.P.S.L.,
R.D.P. and Colonel H. De Watteville C.B.E, M.A, F.R.P.S.L.
Twenty-five years after he founded the HPS, Edward Spiro saw the Newsletter as
his most important service to the Society. It had received numerous diplomas
and medals at philatelic exhibitions, but his satisfaction lay in the fact that its
articles over those early years had assisted so many lovers of Swiss philately
with information relating to postal history, printing, postmarks, varieties etc.
Collectors from beginners through to mature students were, he felt, its
beneficiaries.

The Newsletter - Scanned
From the first issue of 1948 through to the end of 1986 the Newsletter was
printed on Foolscap, a paper cut to 81/2× 131/2 inches (216x343 mm). To
accommodate these dimensions, the pages were scanned to portable document
format (PDF) with an output size of „ Ledger 11x17 ‟ . All pages have been scanned
at 300 dpi.
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DITORIAL,
_ABOUT.'CONOMICS
This headline will probably put off most of our readers.
Whe2,0 -,/er we take n newspanar to hnnd,or switch on our radio set
tells us about economics, crises, financial policy,exports
some
iworts,and currency pr3blems. When embarking cn cur hobby
N‘ ePrtainly want to forgot all about "the crisis", economic
and "the situation". However, philately is to-day very
7Jonneeted with many of these problems. Import Qf foreign
'stamps against cash payment is impossible. Any new stamp -esT, , ,w,Lal7y that of a "hard currency"- country such as Switzerland
mLn't be "bartered". Now, the value of the Pound Sterling is
'6. A.c.n by foreign dealers end collectors et a much lower rate than
the official rate of exchange. Instead of paying 17.5o Swiss frs.
to the Pound on catalogue or an agreed barter basis, Swiss
dealers offer 9 to 10 frs. , and are not prepared to barter Swiss
stamps otherwise.
Hence the high price of, f -6r itistance,the new Olympic Game& set,
the Thee value of which is only 1 franc or ls.2d. British
collectors have to accept this - or go without new issues. We
tried hard to fight against the high barter prices, but it was
in vain, Most Members know this and have accepted the price of
the New Issue offer. Two or three have,however, complained that
a few dealers offered the set far 2/6. This may be so. Some
dealers can get cheaper quotations by moans which is not our
'-msiness to diseuss. Firms, who observe import regulations, and
- °hey are, of course v in the majority, ask 3/-to 3/3d. for this
--set, as a glance at the windows of Messrs.Stanley Gibbons or
Wingf:elds will prove. They are quite entitled to do so,taking
into account the high barter prices and their considerable overheads. We tried our best to keep down the price as much as
possible. We made Illyd."profit",and the Club's expenses for
stationery,packing etc, came to more than 50 per cent of that.
A small profit must be made from the New Issue Service in order
to finance other Club activities. We do not doubt that Members
will understand this, and * after all, the Olympic Games set was
a gcod buy at the New Issue Service price. It is already sold out
in Be rue, and due for a quick rise -- like all other Swiss
commemoratives in the past.
,

c: 1_
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Si-nee the first NEWS LETTER was issued our membership has more
than trebled, We are rapidly approaching the 300 mark. We extend
our welcome to all new members, among whom are many well-known
piallatelists, including Mr Torn Morgan,the Editor c .i• the "Philatelic
Magazine",Mr,E,F.Hurt y the famous expert on p'stal histlry, Mr.
H,A,9p ,s;wart, one of the "Old Guard", Mr.O.B.S,Wallis, the Guildf;:rd tamp auctioneer, and many others.
,
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Chief of Seotion., Swiss General Post Office
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The preparation of an entirely new series of postage stomps
necessitates studies end trials which often take several yeera.Whilet
oollabora.tina direotly in this matter, one oan hardly imagine the amount
of work it represents. Per decades most of the Swies postage sta pa were
printed by typeeraph , This prooedure is now 'Obsolete, its possibilitiea
of graphic repro- cation -being -too limited Therefore, it wee (bedded to
modernise the technical installations and to adopt the 'intaglio' or
lino engraving areaoe se t whioh affords the artist much more offeottve
means of erp essio , is less suss otible to the unforesoeu and a better
pretooti n against oounterfoiting.
The transition to printing by rotogravare necessitated the Areation
of new designs. Although the experienee wined from the old and costly .
system of eapper engraving was available, almost nothing was 1noem about
rotogravure. The engraving, the paper, the printing ink and so on,
everything bad to be adapted to the new process. The transition, whiol
took place in '1936 raised many problems whioh, however, were suoeosa.
fully solved.
The l andoeaPe set of the 3 to 40 Centimes stamps is of a smell sine
20.5 by 24 Millimeters, with a. printing space of only 17 by 21 Millimeters. The motifs taken from various regions cf Switserland had to be
designed in a way, taking account of this' foot,
The 3 centimes olive shows the pioture segue Staubbaoh, which rushes
down from a , height of nearly , 1,000 f e -in -thy- -mantic v1-ay ofLeutorbrunner>, bordered by gigantic rooks, The artist,l arl lliokel, who
designed many Swiss atampa, avoided over-stylising, Ris Ilialleable burin
renounced on. hard linen in order to soften the effect of the masses
of rooks Red to emphasise the charm of this alpine valley. Two large
boulders emerging from the river, skilfully reveal its torrential
character. Pir e•teoods climb up to the foot of the glooier in the baokground. The village in Tnero1y sketohed, does not dominate the fore.
ground. By , soh details the artist s0000eded in portraying the
essential features of the landscapes within the minute space of a ,
postage stamp,
The 5 centimes green brings to us the scenery of they Pilutus on ,
the Lake of Poor 0 antons (Vie rwaldst tttur See). It is a wild preoipii.
tun menaif, We sae it hero from Stanaatad,dominating er inwill.
The engraver ban originally chosen this stamp"( in order to find out
where and how to dace the tax..figure and the word BIRLIMIA,and After
many trial s a it was put at the foot of the picture.
_ ., _ centime-a- let- -showa Ili- upper 1^aka
a
n with- t
Dents du Midi and the ancient oaatle of Chilton, which is one of the
best known sights of Switzerland, The artist oonoontrated himself
part:ioularly on the uffoots of light and shadow. They first essays showed
a soiling boat And railway masts, which were however abandonod,Tho
foreground was re4oaigned in o more simple and harmonious die position,
(TO . B OCN TINt D )
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FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS
Herr Robert HURLIMAT{N, the well-known Swiss philatelist and
Editor of the "Schweizer Briefmarken Rundschau" has been appdlinted
Chief Correspondent and Swiss $ditor of the "Helvetia News Letter".
We are pleased to have secured the co-operation of this prominent
Swiss expert.

VARIBTIRS Pro Juventute 1947.
Our Berne correspondent reports the following new discoveries of
varieties of the 10c. stamp. The tenth stamp in sheet A 111 shows
a fairly large yellow spot beneath the lower left flower, which
looks like an additionAb ud. The 40th stamp in sheet B 111 has a plate
variety, a light horizontal line through the 0 of 10.
The 30c. stamp has been found with a white line between L and V
of Helvetia. It is a constant variety of the 23rd stamp in sheet B111.
Railway Centenary Stamps.
,

,

-

5c.-long white horizontal line above the railway engine (2nd stamp
in sheet D 111 ). The already reported variety "Broken spoke in large
wheel" occurs in sheets B 111, B 211 and B 311, always on the 6th
stamp. The 20c. variety "No Superstructure and tre l.ey" is quite
'omrmon. It was caused by a worn cylinder and occurs on practically
11 sheets printed in the first issue. The stamps were later reprinted
gut collectors who got their supplies early should look carefully
through their stamps,they may easily detect the two varieties,
NATIONAL AT4 1947
The issue" figures of this set, which became obsolete on November 30th
1947 were as follows:IOa10c ...2,709,595
1,4°4,1o9
5x5 c.
30x10c.....1,o65,035
2Ox'äc.......2,387,913

CAUTION PORGERI4S OF TH3 1919 AIR OV.4RPRINT
Zurich correspondent reports that a comparatively large number of
ff^'Our
forgeries of the propeller ov-'rprint of S.G.298n (Z. Air 1) hove
appeared in Switzerland (apparently from Paris) . Some may turn up soon
in this country. It is a very good forgery of this scarce stamp,and the
asurements are correct. The forged overprint is,however,slightly
edged and printed in matt carmine, whilst the genuine one is glossy
.ad dark red. The forgery can be recognized under the quartzlamp,but
is otherwise difficult to distinguish from the genuine overprint.
,

PRICE QUOTATIONS UP IN NEW ZUMSTIN
Prices are up in many instances in the new Zumstein Catalogue. Apart
from many earlies, National Fates and Juventute are now quoted higher
as compared with the 1947 edition. The )Ale dove has ,jumped up by
100 frs. ,most of the silk thread issues are quoted by 20 % higher.
Of the modern issues most spectacular increases are noted in the
Pro Aero 1943,now 3.25 (2.50 in 1947),the 1 F. 1944 Air Jubilae,now
6.- (4.-in 1947) and 194o,1942,1943,1944 & 1945 National Fete sets.
Many of the "
League of Nations are also up.
The new Zumstein proves that Stanley Gibbons price quotations
already out of date when that catalogue was published -- bear little
relation to the gold currency prices of Swiss stamps,which rule the
Continental markets.
NEW M B RS!
The Editor of this News Letters will be grateful to have your
opinion on what you liked - and disliked in our Club publication.
Please don't hesitate in sending your suggestions. They will be
gratefully considered.
^,-

IMABA

INTERNATIONAL STAMP BXHIBITIOI\
at BASEL (Bale) 21-29th AUGUST . 9 48
The British Government announced that travel aLowances for holidaymakers in Switzerland will be ';stored
on May list 1948. We hope to be able to arrange ti
group visit of Members to the Exhibition,whieh peomise s
to be a big event. The Club Secretary is in touor. with
Mr.Frank Godden, the Exhibition Commissioner for Great Britair.,and
with the Swiss Travel Agency on this subject. It will be most 'relpful to know how many members are interested in visiting Switzer..and
and the IMABA in August. Although it may be difficult to fix the.
August
holidayy date at the Present moment, tentative arrangemente
^,
and applications may be possible. The travel °allowanee will proleatly
not exceed &35 per person, but it appears that it will be sufficient
to spend about 10 days in Switzerland on this amount,including fares.
Members interested are invited to write to the Secretary.
.

,

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE'S.
The Club was fortunate in securing
a few copies of the Zumstein EUROPE Catalogue 1948, and the Zumsteir.
SWI T2ERLANIy & LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIAL CATALOGUJ ö ,11th Edition.
Although the Europe Catalogue already fetches 40/- at London
auctions,we have no intention of joining the "raoket". It is
offered to members at 27/- plus postage. But only a few copies are
available. We have a few more of the SPECIAL Catalogue, which is
the best modern reference book avaiiable at present. It is the 11th
Edition,published in 1945. We learn from Messrs.Zumstein & Cie that
no date has yet been fixed for the new edition.None was issued since
1945. We can offer it at 9/6 plus postage.
w e have teen promised a small quota of the so-called SIMPLIFIED
Catalogue of Switzerland and Liechtenstein. This is virtually a reprint
of the Swiss and Liechtenstein pages of the new Europe catalogue ,and
suitable for those who do not want the complete Europe edition. The
price will be between 2/9 and 3/6. We can accept bookings,but are
still waiting for the Board of Trade import licence.
-

EXCHANGE PACKET BfANCH .
Mr.Clifford Tucker,our hon.Superintendent appeals to all members a
contribute at least one or two booklets to the monthly packe ts.On1
thus a steady circulation can be maintained. When Members do not
supply material, they cannot expect to receive packets regularly.
All Club officers have parted with their duplicates to "feed" the
packets in circulation, but a stalemate will become unavoidable
Members are also reminded that packets must be forwarded within 48
hours. A few Members have retained packets for several days without
any excuse. In future they will be deprived of their "priority" and
their names placed at the bottom of the Postal List or struck out
altogether!
STAMP MIRROR, The Secretary can accept subscriptions for this
lively weekly journal. Subscription is 12/6 annually for 52 issues.
LIMING LIBRARY. Members desirous to borrow books -mainly in
German and . French-are invited to ask for list. No charge, apart
from refund of postage and a small insurance fee. Priced catalogues
can not be lent out.
FORGERIES. The Secretary wants to buy all forgeries of Swiss
stamps and labels for the Club's Forgery Reference Collection.
Any offers? Gifts will be gratefully accepted!

WANTS &OFFERS
Insertion of t w o lines in this column is FREE to Members, but 6d. in rootage ctsmpo
must be enclosed to coverostage for forwarding replies. The third and every following
line will be charged at 1^ in order to discourage "lon 1 advertisements. No more than
six lines will be accepted. Replies to M nbere t "Box No." are to be addrosaod to the
"Helvetia News Lotter", 111; Bushey Roan,' Hynes Park, London,3, W.20
w

A - M

ZUMSTEIT EUROPE CATALOGUE 1947, as now, for sale Offer° over 10/ (Member 107)
OmielCIALS, the scarce 1938 bet, with black Oros!) overprint (S.G.017-034), --complete
unmounted mint, oatalogued E3.5.4 offered at 4B/«. by Member 26.
RAPPED issues of 1854--62, all threads, Oven if in poor condition, wanted by Member 88
for plating and renoaroh purpooea. He is prepaired to pay fair prices for
unwanted duplicated.
WANTS LISTS of all Swiss stamps executed within seven days. The Amateur Collector Ltd.
Stamp dealers, 11, Westbury Road, Woodside Park, London, N.12
OLYMPIC GAMES 1947. One block of four with plate control number ,mint at 15% and dna
Piret Day Cover with St.Morits postmark at 4/. for sale (Member 65)
^T<O

JUVEATUTE collection 1913-1947, complete,fine used. First 'War over X.S. secures.
(Member 133)

JUVENPUTE collection 1913-1947 practically complete,117 stamps, used and mint,
in special illustrated spring- beak album (Swiss mad.o,fine produc tion)
('- mecr 39) excellent condition. Album has empty pages for blocks etc. Price £5.5.0
-

FTOTM ISSUES - .Z.urich, 4 .Rappen (S.G.Z1),oatalogued 2.200 fro by Zumstoin and
a 120 by Gibbons. Very fair,th ugh rather close cut copy.
185o Rayon I, blue/red with distinct Prose frame, a very fine
used copy of ` this rare Stamp,.
Zutnstein 250. frs, Gibbon:) £45
_ wereroceivod by' th S ratar from G P abe compaNled ' e dispose
of them. The two otiiniri are certificated by expel-to , inc lading tbs.
world authority Max Thies. Offered at the very low price of £15 and
14.10 respectively before to be auctioned at Harmers'. Can be seen
on approval.
,

SCHW.EIZER BRIEMAARKEN RUNDSCHAU. The Secretary can acc ept . a limited member Of
subscriptions for this interesting monthly journal from Members able to read
Gorman. Annual subscription 8/6 incl.postage.
;L STAMPS. Member 75 wants all Swiss Hotel stamps,eopeciilly on cover,
ember 128 .has two Complete sets of the NATIONAL FETE stamps 1938 to 1947 (28 valuee
for sale. Mint 26/-, used 18/ the set.

)

LIECHTETfiTEIN. A small collection' of rare and intere sting covers, bearing Austrian
•
stamps of the 1918--20 period with Liechtenstein pootm rko and additional
stamps for sale. Will be send on approval. (Member 153)
TETE ? CHE wanted by Member 108, also se-tenant, Will pay more than catalogue,
.

SLOGAN POcTMARKO wanted by Member 66', including common ones.

SWISS HOTELP OSTS !->67-d5 t;

one of the finest (though not complete) stocks
I.ofhold
the stamps of these very popular and interesting

early posts. For the advanced specialist I have some
rare' pieces and. sheets.
1 .F,HURT (I3.F.A. ,A.P.S. ) YARDLJY GQ4ION, TOWCL S`I R.
It it tl It tt It It it It II it It ll tt ti it ti It II tl tl tI ti tt tt tt II tl tt tt It it II li tt II ti tl It II 11 It 11 trtt tI ll tl 11 It tl tt it 11 it tt II It tt tt ti It tl tl II tt tI .a 111 tl it it It
433, Strand,
tt its
The better grade stamps
`x
LONDON,
2
U JL
of Switzerland S upplied by -" ^``
r
Tel. TLyMpl è Bar 2323
L4AGUI.4 OF NATIONS
ti.e used collection complete according , '1
cll"t/,
to Stanley Gibbons .catalogue LN1-87
(91 stamps)
'
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I have a few copies of the reprints of the excellent
+ // study on "THE SILK THREAD ISSUES OF SWITZERLAND 1854-62"
by the famous.
expert Dr.G.Kuisel (Translated into
fin 11 sh by the late Albert H. Harris ),
a 1 s' o
"A Study on the ,1882 -19c7 issues l1 by K, Strauss (in English)
Both rel a, well illustrated and have Classification Tables.
I oan offer there to Members (as long am the stook lasts)
at l s,. 3d, each A RARF. OPPORTUNITY TO BNLARGT YOUR KNOWLPDG4
h teeeeI,! feeeenttttittiitsIIluttllntreeeeIt,!I
eemeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeee
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By Clifford Tucker

OLYMPIC GAMES 1148 S â T
members will bynow have received tleis set either through the
Club's New Issues Service or from a dealer. For those who like to
.
add a detailed: description on their album pages the following
official description issued by the Swiss P.T.T. may be of interest.
The set consists of feur values: 5 c. green/yellow/brown, the
design being described as "The Sun of St.Morita", lOc. brown/blue/
grey, depicting a "Crystal of snow", 20c. carmine/yellow/grey,
portraying. an Ice-hockey player, and 30c. dark blue/light-blue/are=
showing a Ski-runner. The size of the stamps is 24 by 29 millimeters,
the size of picture 21 by 26 mm. The Sc and lOc were designed by
Alex Digeelmann of Zurioh, the 200 and 30c by Werner Weiskdnig of
St.Ga1 1. The set is printed in rotary heliogravure by Imprimerie
Cour`7oisie'• S.A.,La Chaux-de-Fonds. Its validity for postal use
is from 15th January to 31st December 1948, but the sale at Post
Offices is restricted to one month, from 15th
January to 14th
i:.. a e . 4 er'. 1,948 . It will b ; sold _-a' long ate. , stocks __last until the
1
at
29th February
the Philatelic Agency of the P.T.T. at Berne.
The additional charges of 5c (in the case of the 5c, stamp) and
10 c . (7n the case of the other three values) will be paid by the
P.T.T. to the Managers of the Winter-Games in St.Moritz, to contribute to the cost of that organisation, and any surplus will lee
ceded to the Swiss Association of Sport
During the Olympic 'Winter Games a special pest office was in
operation at St.Mr&ritz Bad and a sub-office at the "Hotel du Lac" ,
both of which used a special posttark showing the five Olympic
Rings and bearing the inscriptionMOlympische Winterspiele" beneath
the date panel
No Olympic Games Miniature Sheet was issued. I had a few
inquiries from members, who apparently mistook a propaganda
leaflet printed
ted in colour and - showing enlarged designs of the
stamps for a miniature sheet. This leaflet was distributed free
of charge by the publicity department of the Swiss P.T.T. It had,
of course , no postal validity,_
Most

.

.
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SWITZERLAND MINT S.G. 405-413 2 5/--, 415-422 30/- , 433 5/466 5/-, FINE USED: 405-413 1/2, 415-422 9/ 6 , 433 5/6 ::•:::::
437--440 2/6, 466 5/3. Most Pro Juventute Issues in stock ,
. • WANTS LIST ATTENDED TO
C.W.O.Pleas :L.
S'ND FOR FREE LISTp {^
BLACKHALL,EDINBURGH,4.
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If you want SWISS and LIECHTENSTEIN stamps, sets, covers, airmails,
40 vignette s, cancellati ns ,varietie s
7.1/N write to
9,E Abercorn Place, London, N.W.8
I. am always buyer f.r Swiss classi©s,locse & on cover in finest
condition Cnly.
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THANKS, 'THAT'LL DO
In quick succession the Swiss P, T. T, issued the usual National Fete set,
the Pro Juventute 1947 set, the Railway Centenary sot, the Olympic
Games set,, and now the Jubilee set, In March and April new colour
changes of the current landscape series will replace the values of
5, 10, 20, 25, 30 and 40 C. (the new 25 C.has already made the beginnkg
a new design) . Reports from our correspondents foreshadow also new
ours for the Airmail and Postage Due stamps. In July a Miniature
et will be on sale on the occasion of the IMABA Exh' biticn, and later
a' the year there will be the usual National Fete and .ro Juventute
series.
The sets issued so far are well up to the usual high standard (though
some collectors may find one or two values of the new Jubilee set to
modernistic in de s?c;n) and the forthcoming series will undoubtedly be
as finely produced as all modern Swiss stamps in the past.
But there is to
a growing feeling that the Swiss P, T, T, should now cease
for` a - while
is: Ue mere comff
ieE6rativés,and restrict their activities
to the traditional annual Juventute and Fete sets,which have always
been welcomed by collectors.
We certainly do not want to see Switzerland imitating some of the
other foreign countries pouring out new stamps almost week by week, So
far Switzerland was perhaps the only European country which did not
speculate on philatelic enthusiasm and did not pat too great a strain
.n our pockets. We can only hope that the bad example of countries like
ium or France —not to speak of some Eastern European countries
I, not be followed, Unfortunately, it seems that the Swiss Government
t.
discovered that stamp issues can provide a convenient revenue to
-state coffers. Let us say to the Swiss P, Ta T. -- "thank you for the
lovely stamps you provided for our album pages, but that'll do,..."
)

FIRST HELVETIA CLUB DISPLAY IN LONDON
Cur Club has been invited by the London Stamp Fair Club to arrange a
Switzerland display at the Exhibition Centre,Leioester Square ,London,
W.C.2, The d . ispla will be on SATURDAY,APRIL 17, from 2 pm to 8 pem.
We have received great assistance from Swiss organisations,especially
from the Swiss State Travel Bureau,and apart from sta mps,Postal History
exhibits and official publications of the P.T.T.will be included. We
desire to make the disp l ay as representative as possible.Members are
invited to contribute sheets from their cDllections and the Secretary
will be grateful for any suggestions. The Club will present three
prices to members who participate in the display. All exhibits will be
fully insured and di.sulayed under transparent plastic covers, so that
they cannot be handled by visitors.- Four mergbers have already sent
exhibits,including a very fine Pro Juventute collection,kindly leaned
by Mr.G,R,Hynd of Dundee. All members residing in the Greater London
area are invited to visit the exhibition,and. Club officers will be very
pleased to meet new friends and renew uld acquaintances.
.
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(Continued)
On the 15 ci, orange the gigantic masses of the Rhone glacier, embedded between the
Gerstenhorn and the Furka, drop clmost perpendicularly towards the simmer resort of
Gletsch, The yellow to orange colour is the most difficult to use for the printing of
•
postage stamps, as it lacks ''body" and is not of groat effect Phore:Loro,the original dio
had to be engraved to an almost excessive depth. Striving for greater effect and tranquillity
.
ity,, the artist tried to suppress the less important-details, such as the Parka road at
the right of the glacier, At the loft, the Gritnsol road with its numerous windings ascending the 1,300 feet to the aprupt slope of Maienwarg was put into better evidence and a
Powerful supporting wall shows thè master.--piece of engineering construction.
The 20 c rod has the Levéntina with the Gotthard railway as motif,, It shows modern
progress at the service of tourism and at gripe with the caprices of nature, In the
Biauschina gorge between Faido and Giornico, the railway line ascends a slope of 980 feet
eithin •L distance of hardly 10 miles by moan:; of twoolicoid tu^:nols, Here one seas the
-Pail hanging a].mort at flunk of the stoop maintain with he windings of the Gotthard Road
i:ts.neath it along th,^ Tessin river, Of all the landscapes of this series, this was the meet
difficult to reproduce, but it is also the most expressive, Communication lines are the
pa. ovn:i.l.ir subject, Cosequé;.:tly, details of the bridges, t1io railway Mine and the road
t er+ a
ds n
s z of '4116 l^.n.^.^c...^a
-s- ' intentionally attenuated,
t i out
7
However,
i clearly,vIx,,1_11.
^^^,1°G
4hOu<.
aistand
the public did tot accept this ,tano very favourable. The die was redrawn, and finally
A.^Ja C%4V^ f.the
Mliv picture,
^IwV Ui^ ^•,
^Vt,- - to i ^:i ^•li
is w,]
l-L ^ in1 7C36
iti! 4C.:J
wasC_JC.^`^L
decided
This no'r'1 20cm stamp depicted San Sa7.vaaore, the lake ar:? the church of Caotagnola, which
,. Vim. caspect of the ^.,
✓t •i9i, of
ni 2e the,.^.
Say
-`n o y ce^_L
^ ofyI^^,^,..n
4' .^^vs_ra
Tessin ton risen, The charm
classic
c"i. .,,t;L^?.s^,,r
of the lovely sunlit landscape is -in my opinio1 • exceedingly well rendered, (Incidentally,
, e g namely
^ "no . crops on
e
om
i 1 tits. dl^;
F.,^ix^^.i;elt;^tr€s soots detected a "variety", eal;^:^,d by all=
,
the drarch spires , The flaw was soon corrected and the variety is greatly' sought for.)
.
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it pF r. land abounds in, It is the
The 25 c, brown shows one of the picturesque gorge
Via I gala in the upper Rhine Valley, between Thusis and Zii1 i.s, and it belongs to the most
imposing and famous gorges, A postal road of daring constriction follows the precipitous
flanke of the gorge, winding its way several times from one side to the other, high over the
foaming waters, Vertiginous rocky walls, which at some places nearly touch each other, give
this landscape a wild and overwhelming aspect, The reproduction of such a motif in miniature on a postage stamp caused the artist a great many difficulties, M ny essays were made
before the final design was chosen, How many of us have noticed ah: two fir-trees at thee
ses to expres
right, knocked down by some tempest? Just a small detail,..bat it c a, Lr_ bu
111i savage character of the gorge, and is one of the limited me^:: -.„o at the disposal of the
artist, by which to give this sort of composition tho real fo' i and significance,
,
On the 30 c blue we find the fall of. the Rhino near N, uhalzsen, undoubtedly the most powerful cataroti in Europe, Its enormous masses of water rush over a limestone wall from a
height of - 65 ft in a width of about 575 ft, Th . summit of the limestone rock, ehich stretches
at the foot of the fall, offers an unparalleled view of thi.s gorgeous spectacle, Immediately above the fall, the r ' ii lay bridge of the Winterthur-Schaffhausen line ;.. rossos the Rhine.
On the stamp, tLhe artist has reproduced only the two main parts, of the. fall, ignoring the
)
ry
•threes ,.me e er once for the sake of harmony,
(f .;
-
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the Sei'c'tery:

ZTTMST.EIN "SIMPLIFIED" CATALCGUE
At last...We hope to distrihute the Zumstein "Simplified" Catalogue
of Switzerland and Lieehteinstein soon after Easter. The import
licence was granted bzT the Board of Trade,and we received a message
from Me ssrs. Zumstein & Cie ,Berne , that they have despatched the
catalogues. However,it will take some time until we get the package
from the Customs. Unfortunately, we still do not knew the exact price
as the invoice was packed with the catalogues. The price should not
1'e much higher than 3/-, anyway not more than 3/6. All members who
booked the catalogue will receive it in strict rotation,and I hope
that we will have a few to spare for late-comers. Incidentally,, _ths , .
ieSimplified" is not so simplified. It contains,for instance,all tetebeche and s4-tenants and Miniature sheets (not 'listed . by S.G.) ,many
semi-official airmail stamps,a comprehensive list of the League of
Nations and I.L.O. ,it differentiates the parer varieties and even
contains Telegraph stamps. It will be a welcome addition to our bookshelf - and an inexpensive one.
THE LAST . H ti rr
We have three Zumstein EUROPE 1948 Catlogues,
which we offer to members at the redu ed price of 25/- plus 17-reg.
eswage, in order to close the account for these catalogues. There will
`- t no more of these offered this year, and members who collect other
,.copean countries apart from Switzerland are advised to take this
ö po.rtunity. First come, first served.

17) °) 1A GEE ,

POSTAGE, postage! please!
Many members write to rre ,
requesting advise or even send stamps to be expertisettbut do not send
return postage. Please enclose a S.A.E. or at least a 22d stamp when
writing. The entrance fee of 2/- just cove vs stationery; the annual
subscription of 3/- hardly covers the expenses for paper and duplicating
the "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER". The Club simply cannot pay postage for
inquiry letters; in fact I do it often from my own pocket. So,please,
when you write next time, remember this request!

(stir

CorPespa den

Herr Robert Hirlimann, our Swiss Editor, reports that the Swiss
Th-vernment has asked the Swiss General Post Office to provide a net
Dfit of 75,000,000 Swiss Francs from 1950 on, and to increase the
esent net revenue of 25,000,000 Swiss' Francs in the meantime, The
Swiss Parliament is at present considering a Reform Bill of the
State Finances, in order to consolidate the situation created by the
enormous expenditure on defence during the last war. Revenue from
the Post Office is sup4osed to provide part of the state income during
the next ten years. Little woider that Swiss philatelists are rather
ivorzied that a Program of subsequent commemorative issuer and such, like
z
mar 1- e devised to secure this revenue. There are already some disturbing signs, for instance the announcement that from row on collectors
can apply to any post office for entire sheets of stamps to be cancelled
to order, or may ask that letters na't bearing an address should beve
stamps stuck on them cancelled over the cyu r r , V *4vut the letter
ts^^wl:(nn.,. c
being ever posted. An avalanche of. speoia^
.
down
on collectors. (We have stated our viewpoint under '} d li eria.$)
.

°

VAR TIES 6rF THE JUBILEE
following varieties of Iszfit.
the
Our Berne corresx^ ondent reports the
the E and T of "Wettstein^^ 5 C ' green: Shoe t B 1 1, white spot be`fi^een
(19th stamp); colou r snot in A (of Helvetia) on the 25th stain
p
zn
sheet C 11 . ,
(H.Eidenbenz
10 CC. no manico f d.e si n r
on the 15th stamps of. sheet
11 -- 30 C. ` Ih ite spot
in the left-hand roll on the first stain
'pot in the right
p In shoot B 111, similar
-hand roll on the
first` stamp in sheet_D 111.
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We have distributed sets from each of the mentioned sheets in the New
Issue Service. Members should therefore examine stamps which they
received from the Club,and at least some should find the varieties.
LUGANO SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR FORGERIES. Our correspondents in Berne and
Geneva report that several forgieries of the Lugano semi-official air mail
stamp (25 C. green/red/grey, Zumstein N o . IX) have made their appearance in
Switzerland. It appears that they were pre'duoed in the United States.
The forgeries can be recognised by the rather crude printing of the dotted
beckground. The Lugano stamp is the most valuable of all Swiss semiofficial air stamps. It is catalogues by Zumstein at 350 frs. mint and
175 frs. used.
URN STAMPS OP _10 C.CURRENT' ; 1 Not less than ten different stamps of
the 10 C. denomination are at the moment ourrett, or valid. Four are from
the Landscape set, namely Zumstein No.2a3 (violett), No.242 (redbrown,on
both smaoth and ribbed. :paper) ,._ No. 257 (brownred ) and the new colour.-charge
in blue green, then the two Mobile Post Office stamps, No.210 and 276
(redrawn) , the Pro Juventute 1947, the Railway Centenary, the Olympio
Games and finally the new Jubilee 10 C. Never before were so many stamps
of similar face value valid concurrently.
.

"
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Packets No.0, 7, 8 and 9 are at present in circulation, and two mere
are ready for circuits and will be sent out after Easter. My appeal tar'`
members for more contributiensmet with quite good response and we have now
more material rävailrjble than ever before. All members who joined the Club
before March 1st should have received at least one packet by now. Please,
keep up the good work and let me have as many booklets as you can manage.
I am pleased to report that there has not been a single case of dishonesty,
but some members are being a little casual in checking for empty spaces
and in adding up their totals.
C. Tucker,Han.Packet Supt.

IINAVIA OUR GROUP VISIT TO THE BASLE EXHIBITION
We had letters from the Swiss State Travel Bureau and the Continental
effice of the Southern Railway re our proposed group visit to the Intern.
Stamp Exhibition at Basle from August 21st to August 29th 1948. To get
reduced fares it will be nec eery that at least 2C members join the group.
A detailed itinerary is being at present p c pared for us by the Swiss
Tr v ,>, 1: au and we will supply more information as regards hotel prices
and rmgraame in the April issue of the ."Helvetia News Letter".
MEMBERS WHC COLLECT FRANCE, AUSTRIA AND LIECHTENSTEIN will be well
edvised to join the following specialised clubs, which are efficiently
run and with whom we have friendly relations:
•
France & Colonies Club, (Seoretary,T. South Mack) ,Haddiscoe,nr.Norwich
Austrian Stamp Club (Secretary, Major C.Cowie O,B.E. , Cheriton Place,
Fo ke stone , Kent.
Liechtenstein Study Circle (S
ecretary,J.Beken 30,Lingwood Gardens,
Xeleworth, Middlesex.
NEW ISSUES." A detailed description of the Jubilee set issued on
February 27 appeared in the " special edition of the Helvetia News Letter
of Feb.10. Members who desire it for writing-up purposes shall ask for
a free copy (Postage ld.)
MEMBERS WANTS & OFFERS. Because of pressure of space we have to hold
over this column until April. Insertions (free of charge up to 2 lines,
third gryi:" every following line 1/- each) must be received by April 5th
for our next issue, which will have 6 pages.

&&&°c&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&<" & & &&&&&&&&&&
FOR SPECIALISED S$IECTIONS OF STAMPS (priced singly) OF

I

EIRE,
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA - BELGIUM - CZECHOS3OVAKIA
HOLLAND - RUSSIA and S W I TZERLAND
write to G. E. COOKS "Friarme're", Fixlwood, PR SION ,Lancs.
&.&&&&&&& c&&e.c&&&&&&&&&&&Fc&&&&&&&c &d && S Ecm&ecediecezac&&&&& &&&&&&&cc
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Edward H. Spiro
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EDITORIAL

OURY(XCH AG E PACKET.
This time we shall discuss - instead of a philatelic or argumentative sub/eot - the down-to-earth topic of buying and selling members'
duplicates thro ► .fgh the :exchange Packet. To many members in the provinces
-who,inoidentally,represent the majority of our membership,and among whom
-e some of the keenest supporters of the Club the Exchange Packet is a
y important link ar_d often the main opportunity to pursue their hobby.
J me sa:; at once that we are well aware of the fact that the Exchange
'Packet Branch could be greatly improved,and that packets should be more
frequent and of bettor quality. However, all this rests with the t .embers.
Although some of our friends are doing their best to "feed" the packets,
mnny others observe in entirely passive attitude, waiting for others to
contribute sufficient good material. Obviously, beginner and medium
cplleotors, who have not enough duplicates to contribute regularly,cannot
be blame'. But, at least, they should stop grumbling. They must not overlook the fact - that -our Club is still yöung and that it will. "take time until
all its services function to full satisfaction, Not grumbling but real
co-operation is the only remedy.
Limitation of the packet contents to Swiss stamps only obviously
imposes barriers both as regards - frequency and quantity, barriers from
which "ordinary" Exchange Clubs do not suffer. This brings me to a very
important problem,whieh has been raised by mane members. SHOULD BOOKLETS
OTHER THAN SWISS STAMPS BE ADMITTED? Many members,who are either
rat collectors or collect other countries in addition to Switzerland,
that this would help them to get rid of unwanted duplicates or even
entire collections of countries which they decided to give up,and would
make the Packets more interesting. Clifford Tucker (who,by the way,ma3 be
soon compelled to relinquish his difficult and thankless job of Packet
Superintendent owing to overwork in his profession),closed one eye now and
then and accepted booklets with foreign stamps to comply with members'
request. The question we now put to members is whether this shall be the
rale in future. Surely,if this is done,more and larger packets will be
possile,On the other hand the individuality of the Club may somehow suffer,
The expansion would be,howev - er,l mi.ted to the packets rnly. We do NOT
propose to extend either the News Letter or ether dervioes to any other
fields than Switzerland. Even so Swiss material must and will remain the
backbone of the Exchange Packets, Any other stampa,foreign or colonial
would have to be entered in sepa r ate booklets.
I appeal to members to consider this problem carefully and to write
to me without delay a) whethe:1' the wank such an extension of the Packet
and b) which countries The r would like. to ' see incluued.
Such a "ballot" would give us at this end the direction required.
It's vp to you whether and how soon 'improvements can be carried out!
I hope that every member will have to say something on this important
matter.

E S I G N S FCR SWISS ISSUES

(

1236 1941„
HA.NS E. GAUDAR,-D
Chief of Section, Swiss General Post Office /P/)
(Continued)

The 35 C. yellow green depicts the gorge of Lobisei, near Balsthaal. This is one
'
of those typical transversal valleys of the Jura, through which the waters hare
±-1 their course. On a high limestone cliff the ruins of the castle of Nea-Falkenseele overlook the chapel and the hamlet of Sankt Wolfgang. The white rocks of the
,:rea.a. axe out here by a narrowp pass, by which the postal road leads from ]Balsthal to
le e :._is wil, arid, farther over Passwang . •.:into the Bi.rse valley. I was a grateful task
fee a master of engraving to imitate with his ekilfull hand this abundance of forms
are. auger shares hanging like goblins on the precipices, By deep engraving the Sharp
001-e:curs acre clearly marked and the lend the picture strong vitality, The rocks of
he foreground prove a great skill and 9ne feels that the artist has put all his
{c;* e et ifto this wor k.,
'! Le. 40 C. grey -now re-issued in the new blue colour, shows the little loeke of
E ^all, which nestles in the Saentis massif. It is one of the small alpine lakes in
s
Sw .tzerland abounds, In spite of the immense allra.pt rocks, the landscape breathes
11.-aa :' e, s a peculiarly idyllic and charming atmosphere.
'b
u e-Wi ly, the ar tiet wanted to render this aspect and character by light engra\ .ea.'
h. cleverly avoids accentuating certain motifs. In this regard, the : tamp forms on
LLz e.ee ling contrast to the 35 C. The countryside deprived of all artificial ornament
VJr. a complete and expre ssivo, Small, unimportant details have been dropped,
F. :c: is a harmonious solution and happy combinat ion of light and. shadow. Incidentally,
'eye= are - people, who pretend to discover easily in the form of the huge central rock
foe of a man with a bushy moustache. With sane imagination this can be, indeed,
=acted on the stamp. Everyone will agree that the manner of repr es eating the
S• ntis suit in the background is superb engraving.
•
Since 79o8 'Helvetia with Sword-"- figured on the stamps of higher values up to 1 Fr.
It was decided that this motif has to disappear as well on January 15th,1941. The PITT
eY -;aniced .a competition among Swiss artists that should have brou&it forth ideas for
new symbolic conceptions. The subjects of Helvetia, Tell and his boy having been used so
many times in different forms and for several series of postage stamps, it was suggested
that the artists should endeavour to adopt other ' symbols. However, the results of the
competitions did not fulfill the hopes. It became ap Arent that all the motifs chosen,
:^.ch as the Tell apple, a cross-bow, a halberd and others were not suitable to serve as
motifs of postage stamps. Thus the idea rose of consulting the masterpieces of femme
u;y us paints and sculptors of the past and of reproducing some of those on the ner —''
st eapé, Paintings of Ferdinand Hodder (1853-1918), Nicolas Manuel Deutsch (1484-1530
and others were finally used for the creation of the "Historical set" of the 50, 60,
70 . , 60 and 90 C. and the 1, 1.2C) ? . 10 and 2 Francs values.
We shall described the designs of this set in one of the next issues of the
"News Letter" and follow it up by those of the three large Francs values)

Thirty seven new members joined the Club during the four
weeks from Mareli 15th to April 14th. Alth..ugh the influx
a :? slowed up a little new applications are coming in almost daily.
care pleased tc repsrt that D r.K -Straus ,the dental surgeon and welli Sown expert was among the new members. Dr.Strauss is noted for his
rc earoh work on the Standing Helvetia issues lbb2-19c7 and known co
- ;y members through his excellent pamphlet,which we distributed. We
glad to report that he promised tc assist in occasional expertising
';',n prominent Swiss philatelists consult him regularly! Another
-4tinguished new member is Mr.Harold G.D.Gisburn,the philatelic author
associate Editor of the American "Weekly Philatelic Go snip" .He ; will
bo pleased to meet members at the IMABA,which he is visiting. We also
o1.ttnd our welcome to Mr.H,C.L.Muston,chairman of the Ilford Philat.
Society, and Mr. J. Thomas Langley, President of the Sidmguth Philatelic
, Society* and late hon, Secretary of the Torquay P.S., and n all others.
110ar congratulations to member H.L.Cole, on his election as hon.Secretar,
of the London Swiss Philatelic Society.
OUR POSTAM APPEAL. The response was very gene2ous; all members
writing to the Secretary have been enclosing stamps and even S.A.I. s.
Many thanks for the friendly gesture, which greatly helps the Club's
finances.
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ZtiMSTEIN DICTIONARY. I have been ftrtunate in securing a few copies of
of Philatelic Terms,published by Zumstein and containing
the
me. than 900 terms in German, French, Dutch, Danish, Swedish and Norwegian
andtheir. ENGLISH translations. For all those who use the Zumstein data lagues (Simplified,speeialised or Europe) or any catalogues and handbooks
in one of the languages mentioned, thig dictionary is a toaceaft. It is only
a ,little booklet, but well worth the 1/9 (plus ld.postage).Order quickly
ter:avoid disappointment.
THER PUBLICATIQNS. The Zumstein Simplified Swiss & Liechtenstein Cat.
postage),which most members reeeived from the Club last
=nh, is temporarily aold out. We are expecting a few more copies and new
me4ilers should book at once. We have a few more Zumstein Europe 1948 cat.
at 25/- (plus 1/- postage) and a few leaflets for specialists (Kuisel's
"Silk Threads" and Strauss' "Helvetia 1882-19o7" nt 1/3 (plus ld postage).
Tle,re will 16e.no more of these,once our small stock is exhausted.
RAM'S ALBUM WEEDS - SWITZERLAND asomoN REPRINT.
The Secretary delved deeply into his pocket and acquired this famous
.standard work at a recent auction. Not only is it a Diece of luck to
pick up the books,which have been out of print for many yeara l but the
price now asked for them is beyond the pockets of most collectors.
As most of you know it oontains the result of lifelong research work on
forgeriee by the Rev.R.B.Eaxée and Baron A.de Reaterskibld. We have now
asked Messrs. Stanley Gibbons (who originally published the two volumes)
for the permission to reprint the Swiss section,which contains all that
is worth
r'7., on the forgeries of Swiss early issues. It is proposed
to offer the reprint to members in four monthly instalments (tepographed
at V- each, But this can only be done if sufficient subscriptions are
secured. Mencers,who dont want to miss this unique opportunitypshould
send "priorit7 orders" now to get the famous work reprinted at such
cheap price.
DEPOSITS FOR NEW ISSUES AND LITERATURE. Most members have current
ac-counts with t&10, having 66n=6 -I&P-O -sits. May I ask others who have not
done so to follow suit? A deposit of let's say 10/- wont hurt anyone,and
it sav3s a lot of clerical work in making out invoices and receipts at every
occasion of trifling orders. I am sure that most of you wont mina not having
the payment of two bob duly confirmed,if you got the goods all right.It's
credited to your account, and you receive a statement once your deposit is
aisted. It will also save you the trouble of buying F.O.s every time
yoet want something.
MARKET PRICES AND CATALOGUE QUOTATIONS. How very much outdated are the
price quotations in the Stanley Gibbons catalogue 1947,Part II, as regards
.Swiss stamps, can be seen not only in every dealer's window, but also at
auctions. At one of the recent West End auctions a Swiss collection, total
.1,46, fetched C52.10,although normally auction bids are well below the
catalogue vaAue. The NABA 1934 miniature sheet (priced by Gibbons,No.356/9
on page 709 at 40/-) is selling at more than double cat.value. Air mail
stamps are fetching"full cat",and the same applies to most of the MINT
Pro Juventute sets, some of the earlier ones being definitely scarce in
this country. Many dealers tell me that they are unable to make up
complete collections of Pro Juventute (the present price for a 1913-1947
collection is around €8) because they are short of the 1915 to 1924 sets
and it also appears that the 1929,1931 and 1939 are getting very elusive
even in Switzerland v both mint and used. Most Miniature sheets have practically disappeared from dealers' stocks and are fetching more than dd-able
Zumstein prices in our money. Incidentally, member H.W.W.of Rickmansworth,
a schoolmaster,who took a school party to Switzerland at astf.r, tells me
that British Colonial stamps are being sold there under face, He could have
- bought any amount of the Pound values of Bahamas,Bermuda,CyprusGibraltar,
Sierra Leone,Virgins etc. at 12 to 14 frs each,whilst the official rate is
17.5o frs to the Pound.Little wonder than we are offered 10 frs for the
Silver Wedding Pound and that Swiss new issues have to aid at fantastic
priees.The Swiss franc has definitely become Europe's o11a
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On the invitation of the London Stamp Fair Club, a display of our
Club took place on April 17th at. the Exhibition Centro,Leioester Sq.,W.C.1.
It was a big success and some 200 people thronged the hall between 2 and
8 p.m. Among members who entered sheets were Mr.M.Neville (with a magnificent selection of the U.P.U.Jubilee 1900 varieties) , Mr.H.E.Cole (finely
written-up Air Mails,Officials and League of Nations),Mr.G.R.Hynd,Dundee . ,
(Pro Juventute,with elaborate description of the historical backgroxnd),
Mr0R.L.Mayston (Writing-up as it should be) Mr.O.Tucker (Soldiers stamps
and Hotel Posts) , Mr.E.H. Spiro (Semi-official air mails and First flights) ,
Mr.A.R.Wilkinson (Silk Threads highly specialised) and several others,
displaying a fine array of National Fete and commemorative stamps, Tell
and Helvetia issues atc. .
maps of Switzerland,flanked by the flags
cantons,
and
tioii
"geographically"
will all stamps depicting
of all
Swiss coats of arms,nationa _ l constumes and famous buildings and scenes,
provided a special magnet for youthful visitors. The Secretary had great
pleasure in meeting many members. He remembers of having seen Mrs.Rawnsley,
Mr.and Mrs.Fverson,Mr.and Mrs Cole, Lt.Colonel Drake Brockman,Dr.Strauss,
Mr.Mayston and daughter Maureen Erica (a young and ardent oolleotor) ,
Messrs,Neville,Allitt,Nopps,Stratton,Dewev,Wheatley,Muston,Johnson (thanks
for all the assistance!) Willmott,WeLb,Rentoz ,Lambert,Cutler and many
others (Humble apologies for many omissioniin this short list!)
Unfortunately, owing; to the hurly-burly of the "Fair" (at which a score of
dealers displayed their wares) ,the Secretary and Clifford Tucker (who c ld
attend for a short while only) were unable to have a real "get-together"
with the members, but a very interesting suggestion emanates from the talks.
It was the proposal of creating a'"LONDON GROUP" which would be semi autonomous and would arrange its own monthly meetingN,talks,displays and
bourses, If sufficient members in the Greater London area support this
idea, an inaugurating meeting would be arranged in June. The Secretary will
be pleased to have comments on the proposal from all London members.
are .sh.auld like to put on record our thanks to the Swiss Federal Rail ways and Swiss State Travel Bure an,London"Agèncy, an.d its -manage-r, Mr, H O.
Ernst, for the great assistance on the occasion of the display. We xeoaived
a large number of well produced leaflets and Dosters,which greatly enlivened the show.
The Secretary received the following letter fun our hosts,the London
Stamp Fair Club:" I have been asked by my Committee to thank you very much
for the extremely fine exhibition you gave on Saturday. I hope that wa may
call on you again in the future to give another display, and once again
tender sincere thanks for the Switzerland exhibition,which was greatly
appreciated by all". Yrs.etc. (Signed) D.J.Hume, Secretary.

NEW ISSUE SERVICE

We hare now the new set of Landsoape colour changes, 5 C . broan,10 C.
green,20 0.red-brown, 25 C. red (new dosign),30 0.blue-green and 40 0. blue.
We did not send, it out to New Issue Service subscribers in the ordinary
way,beoause most of them want only the oommemoratives and apeoial issues,
Unfortunately,the price of the mint set of 6 has little relation to the
faoe value : we have to charge 3s. 3d. for it. Anyway, Strand dealers sell it
for 3/9 to 4q./ (as one can notice in the windows of Messrs Stanley Gibbons
r Wingfields) Those members who want a single set or blocks of four
(pro rata) should send - their Oro:e r3 . nava. Quota le-very small, indeed
tr

..r

SWITZERLANI EARLY ISSUES including some rare Cantonals
in stock.
black of four
Spent.Al Offer: Postage Due 883,5c.blue/green,mint
70'/S. G. 5T5)
PAUL WOLF 433, Strand, LONDON W. C. 2. Tel TEMple Bar 2 323.

SWISS HOTEL POSTS I86'-0

„
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I hold one of the finest (though not complete) stocks of the stamps
of these very popular, and, interesting early -soots. For the advanced
specialists I have some rare pieces and sheets.
E. F. H U R T (B.P.A. ,A.P. S.) YARDLEY GOBION, TaW(1 STER
rI1
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ROM OUR CORESPOF\ N IS
AIR MAILS IN NEW COLOURS.Our Berne Correspondent reports that most of
of the current air mail values will be soon issued in changed colours.The
change was actually planned to take place immediately following the inoreaw
of the postal rates on March lstd However/the PTT Printing Works are so
overworked with the Production of the new postage stamps and the preparation of some of the forthcoming commemoratives that no delivery dates could
be fixed. The new airmails will appear by and by during the summer the
first to be the 50 C.
NATIONAL FEIN SF . T._au. JUN .15th.-- This year's commemorative set for the
Nafiona1 Fite çBundesfeier) will , as usual, consist of 4 values, but the
colours are .to be different from those of Previous years. Although the
s tam. s are due to be i s -S bd on. June 15th,the design has not - yet been
disclosed.
IM A_ MINIATURE SHEETS _- The. PTT will issue a Miniature sheet on the
occasion of the Intern, Stamp Exhibition at Basle in August. The main motif
will be a stamp (of so far undisclosed value) similar . to the 5 C. stamp
of the Jubilee set 1948, depicting the head of Rudolf Wettstein, burgomaster of Basle in 1648 and one of the leaders of the Swiss fight for
independence after the 30--year-war e The design of the miniature sheet,
which is the work of Herr Hermann Eidenbenz v a noted Basle artist,has not
yet been released by the PTT,but our :Basle correspondent : says that the;.,
sheetw will consist of two more small stamps in the Landscape type, tht.
sheet:
resembling the NABA (or rather the AARAU sheet) ,It is said that it will
cost 2 Francs and sold to visitors at the T-xhibition,where a special
canoel7 ation will be applied. Collectors of miniature sheet should order
the sheet now, as it is very doubtful whether we will receiTe a sufficient
quota to distribute it generally through the New Issue • Service,
14TO_r . JUBILL ' VARIITI S . - Our Zurich correspondent reports the discovery
of the following further varieties: 10 C "grey. (Castle of Neuchatel) with
--m±pi-aced ba.:kgruun d -, the wall stones sad Lees : a± ...thy. '.°ie f
the white margin; a constant variety in sheet B 11 of the 5 C,green(16th
stamp)
ainp) second ) ,in Helvetia with double bar; in sheet B 11 of the 20 C a red
(21st stamp) been vertical line in the first E of Helvetia. We have
supplied members new issues from these sheets, so good hunting;
Incidentally,member H.D.Parker of Southport / reading our "warning in the
last News Létter,went to work,and reports that he found on the first day
cover of the Jubilee set,which he dot from the Club, the "bent scroll"
variety a of the 30 C. blue. He made a little sketch
of it Here it is. Our Berne correspondent tells us
that it is a "rare variety".As soon as it was disNor^r^^ ► ^
covered the faulty c!nd er was replaced. It just
R4't^i
shows that we sena out the stamps as they come and
do not "pick out" varieties,
DOUBLE ID,SRJ SSIONS . - Sur Basle correspondent reports the discovery of
two new double im - pressions concerning the 20 0. San Salwadore (Zum,215y,
S,G .315b) and the 50 C.Air mail (Zum.29,S,G,'17) •In 1-h, first case it
occurs on sheet N 1 (21,st .stamp) ,the mountain massif shows double eontures
the 20 and HLVPTIA also appear with double outline s,whieh look like
shadows. In thecase of the• air stamp (sheet N 2, 33rd stamp) the double
impression is easily recognizable by the double outerlines of the buildings
snd clouds ; also in "Le Leman" in the left lower corner.
STOCSAU 0ATALOGUlL -. The P.T.T. has just published an official catalogue
or al swiss postmark slogans / which were first used in 1911. There are %
of course, thousands of collectors interested in these and they will
welcome the finely produced and profusely- illustrated book. It lists 427
different slogans / classified in five categories:A) Mute designs, B) Postal
Service Propaganda, C)Touri:m Propaganda ç D) Special Town Postmarks / and
E) commemorative Postmarks. An excellent handbook at the low Price of
2,- frs.. „but we cannot supply it,becamse we haven't got the francs t3
pay fo ° : c o than one copy, which we shall circulate for members perusal
through the Exchange Packet Branch,
.
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OLYMPIC GAMES VARIETY. Another variety is reported by member C.A. Smale
of Torthwich. It is a distinct white spot above the 1 in the vale figare
of the 2,4-10 C stamp. It appears on the 8th stamp in the skeet,of which the
-control is not known -- Incidentally, the C,1'r mio Aet is now being sold 3,n
Lo-1u. on shops at 3/9 and F,D.C. s with the special St.Mortta postmark at 5/We prc.3±G ted a quick rise! The Jubilee F.D. C. s are also on the upgrade,
T BRITAIN OLYMPIC SST SPECIAL. COVERS. By courtesy of the B.P.A. we
can supply members with specially designed two-colour First Day Envelopes
for 4,he British Olympia stamps. Size 5"x 7" ,good paper. Price 9d for
sip. (minimum plus postage. They will be available at the end of June,
and may he welcomer by those who want to address F,D, C . to themselves or
friends. The stamps will be available at any large post office,
:
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Insertion of 2 lines is FRKE but
,6d. in postage stamps must be send
to cover poi age fa r f orwarding rem lie

WIJ\IE : :1913 Officials, Porforat©d Officials 1935/37 on cad off cover
nad League of Nations ete.overprints. Member 72
41/ANTEI) "Grosses Handbuch der Post Wertzeichen der Schweiz” (Large
published by Zumstein in 1924) Good price offered.Member 117
., xoljange with British collectors wantod by William Hosford Vestrini,
Rosignano Alto,Livorno,Italy. Offer Italy mint & used,San Marino,Vatiean.
ZJMSTE,-',IN Europe 124/ catalogue ,as new for sale ,10/- (and postage)
20,througeSctary.
POSTE LOCALE, Zum.14/I,S.G.3, a magnificent pair,used,one corner
has slight repair,wide margins. Cat 450 frs. ' B.P.A.certificate. For
5510, best offer over & 12 secures. (Member 27)
Officials 1938 with cross overprint,complete mint,unmounted set
f o r sale, 60/- (Member 128)
g.?TvII- OFFICIAL AIR STAMPS (Fligh Meetings etc) for sale,would be sent
0,1 a',D.nro7iFl to serious collectors. (Member 9)
§ii . i
§/„§A, r/0§,/, § /§%§%J 1;g0/0§9L t §t § O O§4§,f0§ JC, .Tn,4 §4§G'3J' §'Jo .§
cf OJ ct§%§ §%
P R SPECIALISED ,SEI,EOTICNS OF STAMPS (priced singly) OF
r
BELGIUM - 07.,.E.°OlO.ti.LOVAKIA - EIRE - FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
HOLLAND - RUSSIA - and SW I TZERLAND
^^rl to ,o ^G.E.
/.
ulwo d P E5 7" s/, Lancs..
"Fria_rm=e re""
COOK,/
J
^J p
,,F
J
^p^
_ od ,, p Rp
p f CI f & / ^eo&
Jy
,(,& 0(^(', %o&r/^7C.X: lo& OCX o& i^1^,^ 10&IA-948 %,&ct& o&,000 i45et^&`/))& /+i(1t^10&c^OCX:loeet.OG^/.(JG-^^
VGGG64&(lOC7l: /OOIi ,
P03:240&4&
J- ,
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EXHIBITI ?#.: We have now reeejved various literature from
the organisers of the International Stamp Exhibition in Basle ,which
t a kes place from August 21st to 29th. It looks as it it will be one of
the b + ggn t stamp exhibitions this sJele t f the Atlantic. The exhibition
spE,- ,e of about 3,000 square yards has already proved too small, and the
selection o-f entries has been greatly tightened up. Entries have been
received from 30 countries ,including
quite a few from Britain and the Empire.
With the Secretary's
Among the 22 jurors,are two Britons,
Complimentst
S!:.- Joni Wi son;' -Ke-eper --e- the ; .ng t
t e l i m a I t o 11111 t
, 1.1 " n "
t I i t u"! 1
stamps aiid Mr,R.F.A,Riscoe.
The proposed group visit of our members
'Go be abandoned. Because too few
. •
merwors har come forward, we cannot apply
for the grant of reduced fares and other
f acilities. We hope ,however, to get certain
facilities at the the Exhibition and reductions at Basle hotels for members who will
H
be going under their own steam. The Se cre tarytr
hopes to meet many members at Basle and will ”
indicate his own timetable there' in one of
the next' News Letters,
STD? PREiSS. Messrs,Zumstein & ale inform us
that the SlECIA:L CATALOGUE OF SWITZKRLAND
will be published in July.Price about 18/-immediate booking necessary.,
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Edited by Edward H. Spiro

JUN} 1948

OR EXOH}. PACKET - THE "AYES" HAVE IT 1

The "LalloLl which I suggested in order to decide whether foreign
$t -zqs sho,rd in future be accepted for the Exchange Packet .Branch
iuels_Ilea in a J'-'r r;e vote in favour of the inclusion of at least some
of tae -17 ,:u7. ore:-, 1, countries. Most members stressed that the individuality of :roil' Ciub as regards the collecting of Swiss stamps should
be preserved, and I readily confess that I was prepared from the very.
beTinrng on to fight tooth and nail for this. Although we shall in
tlire e -,(tend our:1:4xchange Trench to include a fair proportion of
15.r_a_te boolets containing European, issues and,perhaps,occasionally
with better class British Colonials (just to please a small
. elecroe;ty who pleaded for it), all other activities of our
Club -- •
such as the "News Letter", the New Issue Service, club displays,
the supply of catalogues and other publications, expertising eto.
will remain strictly limited to the Swiss field only.
For thcr,e statistically minded here are a few figures of the ballot.
Rougbly 80 per cent of members "voted". Of these,73% (or 58 .4% of the
to iL mcd,.ct:16hip) voted in favour of inclusion of the stamps of the
follow.Ing countries, in this order: Prance, Belgium, Scandinavian.
countries (Dermark,Sweden,Norway), Gerwany, Netherlands,Austria t
. Poland, Baltic countries (Latviastonia,Lithuania),Luxembourg.
There were also quite a few votes for the U.S.A. Significanxtyponl
very few members want to include those countries
KEW SWISS
which have an infamous record as regards issuing
ISSUES
• - multitude af stamps during the post-war period
see Page 3
h f"1 :angary or Rumania. There seems,also,to
no interest whatever for SpainpPortugal or the 1
re2noh Colonies. Sixteen per-cent (or 12.8% of the
total membership) firmly refused inclusion of any ether but Swiss
issues, a valint minority,whichtowever,will have to accept the
democratic verdiet! They can be assured that the Club officers will
do their best to preserve the Swiss character of the Exchange Packet
by limiting other entries to not more than about a quarter of the total
rumber of booklets in each packet. Eleven per-cent of those who wrote.
to us were undecicledond if we add to their number those who di not .
take part in the ballot,the number of the "dont cares" or "dont knows"
is 28,8 % of our membership. Thus the "Ayes" have it,in any case, and
we now appeal to those members who, although unable at the moment to
contribute Swiss material, are in a position to enter other foreign
stamps, to do so, keeping in mind that stamps of the countries. mantinin..,
ed above have the best chance of finding members interest,
-
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W ISS N O TEL POSTS
y. E, PH U R

Between the years 1e67 and 1885 the folloWing Swiss. mountain hotels isire_ed.-staz4s for.
peetaae," in individuhl deign: Bela/ pp 'M a d. eraner t'h a 1 p Kurort
Stove, R'
K a, 1 t, b a (1,
igi-Kul
h - eideo k,
Rigi- trt affe 1, Many of Ti:ee() had been rundelg e prierate postal service
1)0f or,i they employed adhesive 8 t (=DO fi'hOEI 0 ri'rviceii, ti101.1.1eAl").O j4:0 rriVrA e enterprise s
woreficalyxg1sd
cognised anfl wa intcc1 part of the Swise you t al faoi1itLes s,
All these hotels 77 or e mach fay- erred by tmriets, either VW LISOZ.01' resorts or centres
oner.t4h,
i'On8 0 rl for 'the neceesity of DIX h OrViO
be readily
fEr
appreciated when it is' re lo 9 ib 1 a t, tile PO ri od montiolt d. ; hc Et0;110 a Governmart
pasts off° red n.0 £tl ci1it1c
not 07 On an office for the a ale of Fed.= al stomps, at the se
Otcar ne:E. -where cru.oh existed-. for the small comnunities clustered round these-resorts.
A glance at a map i 11 Sh W at thee hotels were very isolated in thoseays * The
nearest post-offides were, reSpectively: for .the Bolalp Hotel at Drig; fOr Mederanerthal at Amstog; for Dareit Stossat Bre. .nnen: for Rig-I Kaltbad at Waggis, for Rigi-Thalm
at Kaossnachb; for Rigi-Schoidock at Cox sou, Today werarz.‘ acoustered to travel at ease
t y reluatain railways to the se re s arts on d find. there 1=3'6 al le d. all the facilitiess offered by the excellent Swiss postal services, Bat the railway to the Rigi V7 CZ not
openod.z,..irtil 1371, nor that to the lalm' until 1373, and it waa not until such facilities
existed - insome cases not 'until 1864 that the Swipe P * T * T * offices were opened ("-poeiral cervices on the rail cars and motor vehicles provided,
•
The only =aria therefore whereby letters could be sent or received by the guests of
th•oue hole was by means of a hotel eervant ("BotengaonEprn) 1..lnd the distances dawn
the mountaims might be anything up to C or 10 ranee* Haw, -while a tip to the messenger
mishitave satisfied him, it is obvious that his journey was time taken out of that for
which he was paid by the proprietor, so that it was only reasonable that the hotel
•
managements should have made a charge for carrying the letter. The charge . was usually
5 Rap.,-9o7.1 (Cenames) but on some oce.asions as much as 15 Rappen.; The reasonor the
introchlotion of adhesive stamps - wee a Matter of facility of accolintan.cy, to obviate the
messene or. pocketing the charge r*to do away with the neceeeity of entering these small
amount3 on the guest t hotel - bill,
Space forbids that this short article shouldover details of the various strmp iseu.es.
'They
o listed. -with many of the vmietieS and shades - in Zumstoints Swiss spacial
cataleuee and. elsevihore t and are keenly sought after* Biny are very scarce, and in
used. condition all are rare, When the Swiss Federal authorities extended normal P. ostal
facilttios to the areas concerned„ the private- poste c lose& down, and an order for the
goncr6.1 i thdxaia1 of stamps bf ithis natiro was issuedn 1884* But even after this date
many of the men.tioned. hotels - and So me thich had. not had a regular postal messen-„.
to iue ad.110 Si VO labels, to be stack on letters as a fa
orvice be:26r 0
tho
other
hand., there is little doubt that in certain plocee, where
On
of advertie:-erint0
r.egular post-officao were still at some distance, a charge for the carriage of letters
still lev.ted. by 00 MO hotels, even after 1834, though theac adhesives were no more
al ly 1 coDeiv Carl ouzly Gump% some of these adhesives, which formed. a Specios
highly pr2.cofl that those of the
ecoip t for ps.y.11011.t p are mash rarer and more
previous, "0ie1al er -led* On letters, in combination vith Swis s stamps, which carried
the mail to their final destination, the hotel issues are in The rarity class, and among
no meet song-at of ter it cms in Sy/2. ss philat el. y,
-
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GIBBONS CATAIIC GU' PRIM OF SWITato..,
INORTiAD
CON SIDE

In Gibbons Stamp Monthly (MAY issue) the long awaited
revision of tha eatnlogue prices of many Swiss issues was at
last carried out. The price alterations tick up more than one
cc1rin and included 121 S.G.numters. In some cas e s the increases

are as much as 10
1 per cent of the 1947 quotations. The 1914
an
Airmails (No 298a to 75/- mint and 80/- used/
Francs
values,
t 4 ( II:
No.299 to 33/- 1 No.324 to 12/0 many commemorative sets and
the whole 1881/82 se t are up in price. We understand that in one of ?
the next issues of the Stanley Gibbons houseorgan many other stamps
including Pro Juventute and National Fetes are due for price revision.
Members who missed the May issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly can have
a raPrint of the price alterations from the Secretary for 3d (poptaga
II

included).
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WORLD HEALTH CONGRESS SET OF 10.20 France FACE VALUE ON JUDE 24th.

At very short notice and to the ETZ,Ir pr. is e Of Swiss philateliots„ the Swlcu
decided to ".t,1:!SO a Bet of 1.1L.10 vainos, cormemorating the World Health Orgasication Congress
to be hold. from Jm 2.. o tT-aly 23th 1948 a Geneva, The ratio -o po.zzliog thingabout this
tartra will not b -0 goner ally valid, but -ao 0 or cling to tho official
is cue is that
announcoment - "can be lzsod. or postage by the (lelogatos an officials of the World.
Health Organisation only",
It appears that the Swiss PTT., having lost a very convenient reverne from the
sale of the Yar CMS League of Nations International Labour °Moo, and subsequontly of
the "Courier" stamps for theI.L 0 0.and the International Buroaa of Zducation follogd.ng
tho establishomont of the United. Nations ()Moos in the U.S.A., is now looking for other
t ion.a?. organizations,
'
to is sac 070 rpri nto d Swiss stamps for into
opportunities
in
Switzerland.
It
can
only
bo
hoped
that this wi ll 110 t
which happen to hold. congrosso ti
become a pros tioo. The now cot will, in any case, pro vide some hoalocho to for alga, and.
ospeciraly to British collectors, bLlef.112130 its high face value and the present import
and currency rosirictiono will make it very difficult to roceivo Eufficiont ouppliee.
Wo have 2 of cour so t roosted our Swiss coupplioro to assist me in recoiving a quota
of this sot for tie Club! s Now Is DUO Service, bat it is extremY doubtful whether we
shall be able to supply all momborLi in the ordinary way.Porhaps : thoso who want this
sot (tho pu ce may bo atgt2C1- mint) - mid got in touch with the Socrc!ctry.
.'ore t o ffio ial da ta„ as no coivod from the Swis s P., T. T.
no now set falls into the cat egory of "service stamps " analogous to those i sue d for
o____-Intornational air Oral of nao ation and the ILO, It will consist of the following
values: Landscapes in. now colours, 5 C. : 10 0. 0 20 C9 ,25 C a anid 40 C., rzid Hist,orical designs
stamp will be overprinted. in threelinos in
60 C., 1 F., 2 F, and 5 F (large sizo),
black "ORGANISATION MONDIALE LELA SAN1T+". They will bo on sale at the Philatolic - Agency
at Borne„ and at tho posi—O-Els ori at GenevaDuring the com pressa special postmark
with tho inscription "C ElitIVU I-re ASSET/ME MONDTALE DE LA SANTE" will be used., and on
tho opaning day of the 8Ongroso (Juno 2 ,1W : there will also be a ono ol,o2. First Day post
mark in three 2.vngaagos (German,Fronr.,,h and Italian)
F•7149 194-.8 SET

rihtionsa. Pato sot enclosed. with this News Lot tor other°
Moot manors will find. tho no
will be stroplied as soon' an we receive tho second delivery from Borne, The set consists
of four values ras usual - 5 C groon-red,dopicting a Swiss frontier guard (designed by
121:0 O r. 177:li t 0 I:0,1)
3(ar
L:l.ove21) Tr_rintod in holiograys.ro by %;.c1
;'
P4071 I 1: 4-11,3 10
0 r ]! 1
dark
EX' OY czp.a 7-;''.3 a .) showing a haus c in o Cant on of Fribcrazz rlooio:loti by Foustins.
Isolin y printod. in hcl
LI by Courvoiolor n granite paper, 20 C, brown-rod l ohamoix :
(designed by Willi Koch),
depicting a farmhouse in Valais, 30 C.blue,groy,
designed by Pierre Chatillonj depicting a typical house in Ticino. These two vtauea
‘1" rintod in similar way and. also on granite paper by Courvoisier as the 10 0 valu.o 0
t will bo on s ale until August 31st and valid for postal use until November 30th.
•T•o additional charges in aid. of tuberculous soldiers : aro as in pi- ovio-ao years, 5 0, for
the lowest and 10 0 for all other value
MUELflat

EID

;11 (24", '041.'1.0D OATALOGUil 1948

NO VI Ann:AMU.

•
firm of Messrs.Ernest Mueller A.G. ) Basle
The leading 3lVi5 philatelic
o
it
po:sible
for
us
to
supply
members with the excellent ) semi.specialmad
GA TAIL GUI! 'IC) 48 1 which owin g to
HTIn3TEPT
MD
&
M
EC
iSed MU Mal LIR 3ITZ1
the import restrictions is practically unobtainable in this country
We have 'just received notification from the Ca..toms of the arrival of the
parcel0 7,containing'100 copies We wish to pat on record cur best thanks
to MessrosMaeller, and also to our member ) Mr,C.F.GyAn, of Manchester )
forhiskndatceisurngthecalous.
The "MUDLLEU" is an excellent,haady catalogue of174Pag0 00 rY well
printed and profusely illustrated,It has an ingenious device making it
possible to use it also as a "wants list", It will render good services
not only to the average collector, but also to the specialist, as it
,lists many varieties„flaws,shades,paper differences and all perforations.
All ttte-b6cne;s67.tenants ) panel pairs etc. and also a mot convenient
, list of the various Munich and Borne printings of the Btrubeli (Imporforate Helvetia) i,eues are iaciadod A we have only 100 copies for
distribution, momborz are invited to write at once if they want one.
postage
Trice is only 3/- p1110
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FIRST DAY U'INGEILATIONS. Our Berne Csrrespondent reports that
the P.T.T. has introduced bpecial First Day postmar.trs,an innovation first
used on the :'oca9jon o the National Pete issue on rune 15. There are
6

three different Call used by the -.2T.T.Philatelic Agency only) in German

French and Italian - nam,17 HAUSGABOTAG", "JOUR D'EMISSICN" and "GIORNO
DTMISSIONB", ay , d sir-a -der:1y "BI1RN","3ERNE" and "BERNA" whilst all have
the same design ,f a Swiss Orss and a posthorn betwsen which is the data
mark. We have just received a few of these P.D.C. and members can book now.
PRO JUTENTUTE laAL Numbers issued of the four values surpaesed those
of the similar sets in previous years,and the three lawer values actually
represent record figures, writes Herr Robert Huerlimann,our Swiss editor.
gtgurest5 C
5,100,590 1 10 C - 5,473,753, 20 C
co
4;569,198,
1,722,136. Only the 30 C blue - silver of the 1937 was
printed in a larger number,over 2 million, all other 30 Centimes values
were around the one million mark.
,F44.11.1LIGHT GENiNA-MARTINI, was made by the giant seaplane
'Latoare on June 14. The flight was arranzed by "Air Prance" ,and the
010*1y provided special envelopes and also used a private cachet. The
chOaqie for letters up to 10 graMmes was 2.40 Frs. and ordinary Swiss
pose or airmail stamps were ased.
III VAR , TT6,. Our Swiss correspondents report:
Jubilee 1948, 5 O. green: the 5th,10th,20th and 25th stamps on sheet A
have the A in Courvoisier S.A. missing. Attention,members! We supplied
stamps from these sheets in the New Issue Service.- Olympic Games , 5 C.
later printings show the yellow rings "broken" Cm several places. This was
caused by the gre e n ink running into slightly worn, parts nf the cylinder.
AIRMAILS YEW COLOURS
Our Borne Correspondent reports:
Colaur changes of airmail stamps owing to the recent increase in Postal
rates are not easected before the autumn because both the P.T.T. Printing
Works and Courvoisier are busy with the various commemoratives, including
the IMABA miniature sheet and the forthcoming Pro Juventate isue. At
some later date several'colour changes in the Historical set (valueo
from 50 C. to 10 Franes) must be expected.
AUCTIONS REALISATIONS.
No "deflationary trend" is noticeable as regards prices paid at London
auctions for good Swiss stamps. Here just a few examples from recent
H.R.Havmer , 0 sales. Double Geneva (described as "with two repaired spots)
'4. 210 (cat: 279Y, Half Geneva 5 d o ,cut into 39 (pate5C), Basle Dove,
described as "small margins,thinned and pinhole"19,_ Poste Loeale,withoat cross-frame, heavy postmark, creased and tears 5 Rayon I l frameda-a_
cross,fine,.Z22 çauctioneer)s valuation was‘C101), A small collection t
League of Nations stamps, inci.some high values t" 63 ',valued at
95) 23
-

FPON THE SFCRETARY
LONDON GROUP. First iaeeting was postponed until September, as owing
to staggered holidays some of the potential live-wires could not agree on
a date in June. Judging by the great interest expressed by all members in
the Greater-London area,the group should have a flying start.
WHITFIELD KING CATALOGUE ,FOREIGN PART . I can warmly recommend this
excellent catalogue l just published, to all general collectors of foreign
stamps. We can offer it to members at a reduced price of 13/6 (pins post.)
instead of at 15/- 1 but those who want it must book at once.Small quota!
th8
ZUMSTEIN'S MONTHLY ulti-SRNER BRIEFKARKEN-ZEITUNG" which publishes
supplements to all Zumstein catalogues can be ordered by members directly
from Zumstein & die, Marktgasse,Serne. The publishers have kindly offered
to accept subscriptions from our members only, accetting as annualubscription 11 (eleven) internatipnal reply coupons, which can be bought
(and legally sent to Switzerland)at any British P.O.
BECAUSE OF PEESSURE OF SPACE OUR COLUMN "MEMBERS WANTS a OFFLRS" AS
WELL AS SEVERAL DFAIERSt AD\'ERTISMENTS ARE HELD OVER UNTIL NEXT MONTH
Published by the "Helvetia Stamp Club",111 1 Bushey Road, London b.W.20.

FREE,
TO MEMBERS
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The International Stamp Exhibition "IMABA" at Basle (August 21- 29)
will be the greatest philatelic event since before the war, and in many
aspects surpass even the the famous stamp exhibitions at Paris or New
York. The Swiss organisers succeeded in securing a dazzling array of
exhibits, including soma of the great gems from world famous collections.
Twenty-five Poet Offices, including the British G.P.C. will be officially represented. Private collectors who exhibit their treasures number
r 400 from 50 different countries all the world over. More than 500
bits, guarded by a corps of special polico , will be on view in
it large halls of the Basle Industrial Fair, where considerable
strucrt ral alteration had to be carried out to house the "IM .BA" .
The British G.P.O. exhibits include the original dies of the Penny
Black, the first adhesive stamp. . .mong private exhibitors are Cardinal
Spellman of New York, Mr.Cha . apion of Paris, Ernest Loewenstein, J.V,P.
to mention only a few of the
Heinmueller, Ambassador Moniz de Arago
giants of philately and from the U.S.A. alone come not fewer than 100
frames.
To collectors of. Switzerland, the unique array of Swiss iesu.es will be
a never to be forgotten experience. The Swiss P T.T. show will occupy
one of th •e large halls, where the famous wall cases built for the Swiss
Centenary Exhibition will be re-errected. Each of these cases has 50
sliding trays, which can be taken out by the viewer. They contain
5,400 exhibition sheets, with a total of some 60,000 stamps, froA the
r. re Cantonal issues to the most recent commemoratives. The first case
all issues from 1843 to 1862, including some of the greatest
r _ties in sheets, part-sheets, with essays, proofs, dies, and varieties.
ing a matchless survey of Swiss postal history. Part of the famous
'Dr.Paganini Air Mail Collection' which the owns- presented to the PTT
will also be on view. Other showcases contain -apart from all postage,
charity,00mmemorative,postage due, official and service stamps- also a
unique collection of all semi-official, hotel, railway and telegraph
stamps of Switzerland, and all issues for the League of Nations and the
the other international offices, with practically ell existing varieties.
In order to facilitate inspection in comfort, the P.T.T. have
constructed showcases (in addition to the wall-cabinets),which will
revolutionise the technique of stamp exhibition. These showcases resemble
shop counters, shaped on top like a slooping roof with two rows of
glass plates. Underneath the glass plates a conveyor belt circulates whirr
carries a succession of sheets with mounted exhibits. The frames are so
constructed that one person can look at a group of three sheets at a
-
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time, sitting comfortably in an upholstered chair in front of thee
long counter. Driven by power and illuminated from inside, the belt moves
slowly, leaving about two minutes for the examination of each frame.
Several of such moving showcases will be in operation. In the P.T.T. hall
the printing firm of Courvoisier, which produces most of the Swiss stamps
will show the making of the stamps, from the artist's design through all
stages to the completed printing in rotogravure, using some of the
machines which were specially brought to Basle from La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Another hall is reserved for exhibits of private collectors of
Switzerland. After my return from Basle, I hope to be able to tell readers
more about this section, which is of greatest interest to us, and I am
certain that every collector of Swiss stamps, whether a specialist or a
modest tyro,who will visit the "IMABA" will coin back with many new ideas
for re-arranging his own collection. A third hall combines exhfits of the
world's Post Offices, which include (apart from the G,PO.) also Canada
and South Africa. The U, S.Pmstmaster General is sending a special freight
aircraft loaded with American exhibits. In a fourth hall collections and
items from Europe will be on show, whilst in a fifth hall will be assembler
from South and Central America, Asia,Africa and the British
Empire. One hall is reserved entirely to air mail collections,and some of
the greatest rarities in this field will be seen here.
An innovation which ought to be applauded is the "Young Collector's
Hall", where youthful collectors and beginners will get invaluable huts
on how and how not to collect. A jury of 24 - including Sir John Wi1L n,B the Keeper of the King's Stamps, and Mr.R.F.A.Riscoe, as Britain's represe
atives, will have the difficult task of awarding 12 large Gold Medals,
28 Gold Medals,and many Silver and Bronze Medals as well as Diploma and
Certifin -bes of Honour, inaaddition to some very useful "dons et cadeaux",
;—Luding Swiss watches and olocks, silverplate ,paintings, china and cutlery .
The "IMABA"will be opened by the Swiss President,M. L,Celio, and the
ceremony will be followed by a banquet, which every visitor can attend.
Many attractions, quite apart from philatelic ones, are provided for the
visitors, including a steamer trip on the Rhine, a gala opera performance,
a civic reueptic.n at the Town Hall,a philharmonic concert, a visit to the
Basle Zoo, and a •k a , l on the evening ,f the closing day.
g C G t^ie^ Y, f^•^, r q ^ allowance and
Those fortunate
are going to combine a Swiss holiday in August with a visit to Basle at
the end of August, will bring home indelible philatelic imprco,o:i, no from
the "'MAW.
R ` H.S,
.
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SWISS STAMPS USED IN LIECHTENSTEIN
It If tt 11111111111111 tt It It tt It It tt II tt tt II It tt tt ti II tt ti ! I II II It It It tt II II 7111 11 tt

By J. BEKEN
(Hon. Secretary of the Liechteinstein Study Circle)
On the 1st February 1921, the Liechtenatein Post was transferred from
Austrian to Swiss administration and Swiss currency introduced in the
Prinnipality. Pending the arrival of a complete series of Liechtenstein
stamps in Rappen and Francs currency, Swiss postage stamps were used in
Liechtenstein from February 1 to September • 30 ,1921_. It will be apDreeiated
from this short period of usage that Swiss stamps with Liechtenstein
cancellations are scarce and much sought after by Swiss and Liechtenstein
collectors. In the hope that fellow collectors may have the opportunity
of going through duplicates, the following Swiss Issues are tne ones on
which to concentrate: 1908, 1914, 1916-18 and 1921.
The postmarks to watch for are: BALZERS , ESCHEN , SCHAAN, TRIRS N,
TRIRSENBERG, and VADUZ. According to an official Swiss Postal Notifica
tion, dated 6th February 1922, the number of Swiss postage stamps issued
for the use in Liechtenstein during the aforementioned period was 11,352.
With regard to Postage Due labels,however,as Liechtenstein did not
issue her own postage due stamps in Swiss+ currency until 12th April 1928...
(Continued on foot of Page 3)
-
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I-ROM THE SECRETARY
DEATH OF T' . SOUTH MACK
On June 30th, Captain T.South Mack,M.M.,the founder and secretary of the France and
Colonies Stamp Club, died suddenly at his farm at Haddiscoe, of heart failure. Mack was
a good friend of mine, and his sudden death -j at the early age of 46 -- came as a terrible
shock tome. Although this friends knei that he was not in the best of health ---- his
heart" trouble was one of the results of the priviation he suffered as a prisoner of
war --- Mack - never complained and was always oheèrfiil and composed. He came from an old
anal well—known Norfolk farming family, was the squire of Haddiscoe Manor and immensely
proud of his fine pedigree herd. '
When he went into stamp dealing, - philately never became a mere busiriess to him, At
heart he always remained a collector and connoisseur, `ready to diäcuss +with gusto some
intricate variety or interesting cancellation. 02 almost shy disposition, he never sought
the limelight, never cared for "offices" in philatelic organisations, which were offered
to him. But all those who came into contact with him, know that a really "Distinguished
Philatelist" passed - aaay with him. He will not be forgotten.
The "France and Coloniès Stamp Club" will carry on under the Secretaryship of Captain
Gerald Wynne Rushton, who was Mack's best friend for a quarter of a century. Captain
Rushton invited me to join him as a co—secretary, and I accepted because I know that it
would have been my friend ..Lacks wish that the club be founded should go on,

Na.

W. LL EARNED HOLIDAY

all be away from London from August 12th to September 3rd. At first Iam going to
to see friends of the France & Colonies - Stamp Club, then I hope to`snatch - a few
dt,,.r of rest in Switzerland and see my relations, and finally I shall proceed to Basle
for the "IN BA'". As you see, it will be mainly a busman's holiday. Indeed, `I should
have taken a real leave from stamps, becadse for the past few months with our Club
growing and expanding in many directions a I have given every minute of my spare time to
the Club„ My friends, who think me "stamp-crazy" have abandoned me, my wife resigned to
being married to a "Swiss stamp album", I haven't been to a show or concert for months,
haven't read a decent book, cricket scores got mixed up with S.G.price alterations and
the Olympic Games opening day at Wembley meant to me just "don't forget to post the pile
of First Day Covers to Swiss friends in order to get something for the Helvetia Club in
exchange.,."
Day by day —or rather night by night - I am sitting at home, reading and writing letters,
compiling the material for the News Letters, helping friend Tucker checking Exchange
Packets, making recounts; .
I dread to think what will happen during my absense,alth•ugh
arrangements were made, of course, to deal with Members' correspondence,
and f: ,Brlds
Tucker and Key will deal with all urgent matters. Bat, p l e . a s e, try to refrainwri '.± i.g
during`thy ahsence ot?ierwise than f&n real?y important reasons. Exchange Päclets forms
(° ' your money j) should be, of course, sent as 'usually. - e next issue of the "Helvetia
,otter will appear at the end of September, when I hope to give you a comprehensive
E.
z V ön my "INABA" visit.
though it seems sometimea too much, I confess that I like to do all the work, and I am
very pleased about, the
MANY BOUQUETS
-

which I am getting from members. Here just a few from a big pile, of which I am very prow :
"Many thanks for the excellent June News Letter..," (C.J.Marchant, Brighton)
"Thanks very much for the efficiency shown, and the happy tone of the 'News Letter'.
I look forward to it with real interest each month..." ( C.Stanley, Bromley)
"I was very pleased with my first Exchange Packet..." (WoF.Maybss, Loughborough)
" I would like to congratulate you on the excellent running of your club; especially
on the production of the 'News Letter' under which must
be very trying conditions,.."
(H.S.Denh m; Uxbridge)
" I was very pleased with the Exchange Packet and I look forward to others coming
along."
(H.Johnson, Southport)
v

Continued from Page 2) ... Swiss Postage Due stamps were employed
from 1st February,1921 until 11th April,1928. The Swiss due issues of
1910 (Zumste in No . 29 to 37) and 1924 (Zunuste in No .39/41 and 42 to 49
on smooth paper) are those amongst which to search for postmarks.
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MUELLER SEMI SPECIALISED CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN
All members who asked for it, have niw been supplied, and I received many
letters of appreciation for this excellent handbook. A few copies are left
and new members, who missed the announcement, should write at once. The
"MUS;T,TAR" lists on 200 profusely illustrated pages all issues of the two
countries,with many varieties,fl aws,paper and perf.differences,shades etc„
and contains also a good list of semi-officials, airmails,dues, service
and officials. The "luxury edition" with spiral wire binding costs 4/6.
MISS WINIFRED PENN-GASKELL JOINS OUR CLUB
We prow dly announce that Miss Winifred Penn-Gaskell,cf Newton Abbot,
the famous airmail specialist has recently joined the Helvetia Stamp Club
as a full member. Miss Penn-Gaskell, who is ane of the few lady-Fellows
of the Royal Philatelic Society, is one of the 24 British exhibitors at
the Iuiaba and will show parts of her collections of Swiss and British Air/na :ls. It can be confidently expected that she will carry home from Basie
some of the great honours to add to the long lists of awards she had
received , previous international competitions. This list contains many
firstrizes,including the Premier of the London Exhibition 1928,Gold
Medals(A
.ntwerp 193o, Brussels 1935,New York 1936) ,Gold Medal and Trophy
(Paris 1930 ,Hamburg 1931,Danzig 1932,Vienna 1933,London 1934,London 1937)
and many others. I only hope that we may be able to persuade Miss Penn.
G-askell to show some of her Swiss treasures to our members at a fa ture
display.
Another Imaba exhibitor is our memioer, Mr.Harold G.i).Oleloa r,
the noted philatelic writer, His exhibits are Imperial Airmails, Victoria.
Regina,and also his excellent handbook on "Anglo-Egyptian Sudan".A1thc --;a
his interests are varied, he is also a very keen collector crf Switzerlu.n. _
fur best wishes for these two members fora well-earned success at Basle!
SOME INTERESTING HANDBO'CXS AND CATALOGUES.
-

—

I received a few copies of handbooks and special catalogues from Switzerland, and I hope
to be able to order some mare. The following are now available to members:
"P.T.T.Official Handbook of Swiss Cancellations" .................Price 4/9 plus 6d pos
(contains a full,descriptive list of all Propaganda, Commenox .five, Congress
and other postmarks and special cancellations from 1911 to 1947)
LOCHER CATALOGUE of Swiss Soldier Stamps,1914-18 war,complete with supplement, very-difficult to get nowadays. Every "Soldaten Marko" described and illustr. Price 6%
:LOCHER CATALOGUE of Swiss Soldier Stamps 1939-45 war,188 pages with 47 full page tables
of illustrations & 25 pages of illustr.supplement,
.Price 10/6 plus 9d post.
RAILWAY CENTENARY 1947, complete series of 10 Postcards,each with a 10 C. commemorative
stamp, and delightful drawings of Swiss railway scenes....... Price 2/10 plus 3d pose.,
swiss STAMP CENTENARY ("100 - JAHiE SCHWEIZER POSTWERTZEICHEN"),the official P.T.T. centea
nary publication (now out of print) finely produced vita 6 colour tableaux shy ng
all Swiss rarities in actual size and many photos, Few only. ,rice 10/.. plus as pof.

.........

.

CUR EXCHANGE - PA c K 7

Eight paèketâ went into circulation in July and August and I am - glad to say t1 at members
appear now to be satiéfied with both the - quality and frequency of the packets,, In the
autumn we are going to step up circulation considerably, as the response to our appeal for
Mare contributions was quite satisfactory. Foreign countries are str ictly limited to about
one quarter of thè contents of each packet, and acme fine material, Rayons, Strubelis,
Airmails,_ flown covers, League of Nations etc, is included in recent packets. Some members
have priced their material rather highly, being aware of the latest high quotations in - the
Stanley Gibbons and Zumstein supplements, but one can still pick up some good bargains,
This time it is 'my turn to complain that a few members are ho ldi rng the packets too long.
Let's blathe it on the holiday season, but in the autumn the 48—hour—rule will have to be
strictly observed. We have now received Club booklets from the printers after many weeks
of waiting. Members can have as many as they need at 3d each, You may use yoi..r own booklet:,
if the size (about 8 by 5 inches) is suitable to fit our despatch boxes. I am always
pleased to have members! special "wants" and will endeavour to include booklets with such
stamps members are looking for.
Clifford Tucker.
-" rtxvr. vxvxv i
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STAMPS ,OF SWITZERL.A
1938-48 and LII CHTENST IN 1928-48
v_
WRITR
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in stock or obtainable in seven days.
z!
NOW
*^ SPECIAL OFFER:SdN and BiT completeby Zumstein,SUPERB USED
for
ti.
all paper vars.& shades. Cat.price 2,200.-frs. MY PRIDE 170
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ARf THB CLUB'S NEW ISSUE PRICES

TOO CHEAP ?

Some stamp dealers are annoyed with us. The Helvetia Stamp Club is being
accused of zunder-cattingl the prices of Swiss New Issues, and thus unfairly
competing with the stamp grade. we underz tend that one or two dealers are
to take up the matter with their trade organisation.
We consider this action as a cor liment to our efforts. Admittedly, we have
always tried to protect members' interests and to provide Swiss new issues at
the cheapest possible rate. It was never our intention to compete with the
stamp retail trade. On the contrary, we opened the columns of our "News Lettea
to dealers' advertisements, and we know that our advertisers have gained many
regular and loyal customers amo#ig our members. We fully appreciate tha fact
that dealers have considerable overheads and mast make a reasonable profit.
We fail, however, to understand why some dealers are charging : uite unreasd]
able prices for current Swiss stamps. For instance some London (and for that,
matters also site a few provincial) firms ask 3s.3d to 3s.6d. for the reeent
National Fete set (face value 1 Franc:) A London firm is advertising the
current Landscape set at 4/-,the same firm asks for a F.D.C.of the Olymoic
Games (not even with the special St.Moritz poutmarlt,) five shillings The ears
applies to catalogues. A firm le advertising the Mueller Catalogue at 7e.6d. }
plus 6d postase. A mail order dealer offers a2 a tbargain' the 1944 Air set:
at 15/- (It can be found in :suite a few Enchange Packet booklets at 8/-- III)
'tinkly, we consider the prices we have to charge
still too high. Our
is are handicapped by the fact that Swis dealers offer only 10 Francs fo
sound Sterling on barter deals,and that British and Empire mint currett
8ssee are being sold in SlAtzerland under face.
Our "opponents" say that the Club was not entitled to offer new issues to
members at all. We are taking legal advice on this point, and if necessary
we shall regi;:ter a business firm for the sole purpose of supplying members
fair and not fantastic, The
with new issues at a rate which we think
constitution of the Club would, of course,not be changed by such registration
More _ssbout...this subject in our n@1i$4.s,a►7e. In the menatime we shall be
pleased to have members x comments o o-=o o^
ZUMS TEIN SPECIAL OATALO GU} 1949
q

.

-

-
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At last, after 42 years, the rèw,XIIth edition of this standard work, will be published 3inI
in time for "the "IMAM." ,Messrs,wnatein & Cie,tell us, We have ordered as many copies as we
could and hope to satisfy all bookings,, We will chance to - a c ept a few morè,especially from
new members, who have missed the previous - announcement. No seri ous Swiss collector can do
without the Special Zunrtein,which was, thoroughly revised. and brings many` new interesting
,in addition of being the only priced catalogues of - all known_,
rP "its of philatelic re 'des, It contains a complete - list of all first ani special flights,ell semi--officials,
s' ,etc,,and a re—edited part on the Hotelposts,as well as a very comprehensive chapter of
,iture sheets, All stamps of Switzerland since 1843 are ,of course,fa.11y listed,
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THE "IMABA" MINIATURE SHEETS
On the occasion of the International Philatelic Exhibition ^MABA 1948 at

Basle, the Swiss P. T. Twill issue a Miniature Sheet (size 4-L/4 by 2 5/8` in. >
consisting of two stamps,a 10 C and a 20' C. ,both showing a similar design
to that of the 5 C.Jubilee set (portrait of the Basle Burgomaster Rudolf
Wottstein) Main colours a.rn lilac for the 10 C.and grey for the 20 C.
The designer is Herr Hermann r idenbenz,of Basle .The block is printed in
rotogravure on white granite paper and has smooth gumming.Printers are
Courvoisier S.A. ,La Chaux-de-Fonds. The blocks are printed in sheets cf
16,numbered 1 to 16,but no complete uncut sheets will be availablo,although
the PTT is accepting orders for complete,numbered series. (cut only).
Above the two,perforated, stamps is the inscription "IMABA 1948 BASEL",
beneath "Internationale Briefmarken Ausstellung Basel -Exposition
Esposizicne filatel.ica internationale
philatélique internationale Bale
Basilea" and "Preis - Prix - Prezzo Fr. 3. -" TheMiniature sheet will be en
sale at all Swiss post offices from 21st August to 18th September 1948 and
at the Philatelic Agency,Berne until 30th September 1948, and will be valid
for postal use (at a value of 30 C only, the 2.7o Frs. being a surcharge
in favour of the INABA and the Swiss charitable organisation 'Pro Infirmis'
During the Exhibition a special postmark will be used, which will also be
available at the Philatelic Agency at Berne. The P.T.T. is also issuing
a special envelope suitable for F.D.C.s,bearing the escutcheon of Basle
in blank embcssemer.t and the inscription "IMABA"1948 BAIL" in red letters,
(All bookings for the miniat, are sheet will be duly executed by the Club) .
-

FROM OLR CORESPON)ENTS
Most of the reports from our correspondents this month have the "IMABA" as their subjects
and we used the messages received in our leading article,
In the next issue of the "Helvetia News Letter" will will publish an interesting article by
Dr. George F u 1 p i u s, Member of the "Academie de Philatelie" on "THE BRONZE MYSTERY".
The author gives in this article many interesting details on the production of the 60 Centime.
bronze of 1862 and the 1 Franc gold of the same issue and the subsequent granite paper issue.
Many members puzzled by the problem "Is it gold or bronze?" when confronted with the darker
shade of the 1 F. will find the contribution very helpful.
VARIETIES OF THE NATIONAL FETE 1948 SET.
Our Berne Correspondent reports: The following flaws have been noticed up to now:
5 Centimes green: Vertical line in the clouds (Sheet A 1; 24th stamp); no line beneath the K
in engraver's initial (Sheet D 1, 9th stamp; 10 Centimesgrey, coloured line from margin to
the "4" (Sheet ?;. 111, 15th stamp); coloured line from "Fribourg" downwards (Sheet C 111, 21th
stamp); white,d rk lined spot on the 'T of Helvetia (Sheet D 111, 12th stamp); 30 Centimes
blue, dark spot in "VIII" (Sheet B 111, 9th stwp) ; grey line vertically over the second "E"
of Helvetica (Sheet A 111, 19th stamp). We supplied sets in the New Issue Service from most
of these sheets, so "Good Hunting!"

RESEARCH REVELS SMALLER NUMBERS ISSUED OF LEAGUE OF:NATIONS STAMPS
Our Geneva Correspondent reports about the results of the research into the "m.ithbers issued"
of the League of Nations stamps. The most startling result is that the Swiss P.T.T. had to
confirm that the originally published official figures were incorrect. The numbers issu—"
were `smaller than announced, and this fact will undoubtedly be- taken into consideration cy
catalogue publishers when - pricing the LdN issues. Here`a few of the corrected figures.
(all No.are Zumstein Catalogue): N'r.7 (35 C.) 76,000 (not 86,000), Nr.13 (3 F,) 43,000 (not
55,000), Nr.15 (10 F.) 11,300 (not 15,000), Nr.18(20 C.) 133,000 (not 250,000 !) Nr.21 (40 C)
80,000 (not 125,000),Nr.33 (3 C.) 100,000 (not 148,500),33z (3 C.,ribbed paper) 48,500,
MBMB RST "W TS& OFFER S"
INSERTION F R' E E TO MEMBERS FOR 'WIVES & OBVERT' NOT EXCEEDING TWO LINES. THIRD LINE 6d,
FOURTH LINE 1/– (NOT MORE THAN 4 LINES ACCEPTED). PLEASE ENCLOSE POSTAGE /6d/ FOR REPLIES.
•

O FFICIALS, all,kind wanted by Member 263 (Lt.Colonel Drake–Brockman)
A MINT 60 U. bronze 1862, fullgum, but has slight stain at back,otherwise a fine copy,
best offer over £2.5,0 (member 188)
WANTED 1918 OFFICIALS, perforated cross, 1935/37, on or off cover, and Societe des Nations
overprints by Member 72 (Mr,Cole)
P R 0 J U V E N T U T E Collection, used, nearly complete, --fin special ' illustrated Swisa,
album, cloth–bound, excellent paper, Mac offers? (member 66)
P AX SET complete used, wanted by Member 146 (Mr.Weitgwoig)
LEAGUE OF NATIONS 10 Franc green; in superb used block of four,only one light cancellation
in the centre, very scarce in block, for sale at E 7,700 (Member 77)
ALBUM LEAVES AT WHOLESALE PRICES. The Secretary has arranged with a well–known philatelic
publisher for the supply of really good album leaves ` ' all usual sizes at greatly reduced
price to members, The following sizes are available. Not less than 100 leaves can be order°
Standard size (14 by 94 in) Good cartridge...1/6 per 100, heavyweight cartridge 9,4 p.100
tl
_
Medium size (10-by Si in) It
_
,If
"
u
8/-.
, 6/9 -"
Junior (9,-;13- by 7i) 6/2, heavyweigh t 7/3 p.100 Minor (68 by 78 or 64 by 52) cartridge 3/2

..

SW/SS HOTEL POSTS /867-85
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B. F. H U R T (B,P,A. ,A.P, S. )
YARDLEY GOBION - TOWCE-STBR

"

_

I hold one of the finest (though no
complete) stocks of these very pcpular
and interesting early posts.
For the advanced specialist I have
some rare pieces and sheets.
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(priced singly)
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EIRE - FRANOB - HOLLAND - RUSSIA - and
SWITZBRLAND
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dited bydward H. Spiro
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It is unwise to malt promise s. But I am confident that Club services
will improve considerably in the near future. An ambitious programme
is ready for the new season. First of all, there is every prosp ' ct of
speeding up the distribution of new issues (and what is even more
important , to offer them at cheaper rates than before) . We shall supply
in future also all First Day Covers and special cancellations at a
modest premium. Then, a special service is being established to execute
members "Wants Lists" 9 With the help of new Swiss contacts use shall be
to supply also the more difficult and elusive items, such as the
ier t3 to'-bé ohe , s6-tenats and ether varieties, League of Nations,
^ C etc ,rarely offered by dealers in this country (and when offered,
only at very high prices) . The "News Letter" will publish more contributions about the results of research into the early issues and special
articles from our Swiss friends. I xpertising_ and valuation service will
be improved. A new service for the supply of albums ; leaves and philate
lie accessories has been established. Finally, all Swiss catalogues,
Publications and j.)urnals will be a :. ilabl ; at reduced rates.
May I lust for a moment blow my own trumpet and claim some credit for
these forthcoming improvements. Having got around quite a bit during my
Swiss journey (I visited apart from Basle and the "Imaba" ,also Bern, Thun,
Spiez,Zurièh,Geneve and Lausanne) , I met many leading figures in Swiss
philately,chairmen and organisers of the large societies, prominent
dealers and collectors. New and important contacts were firmly established .
I want to put on record my great appreciation for the cordial reception
- , oeived from Herr. Werner Cueni,of the Federation of Swiss Philatelic
Mies, Herr Fischer,of the Basle P.S. , Herr Arthur Hertsch,governing
^'ctor of Zumstein & Cie, ,the directors of Ernest Mueller A., ,Frau
Charlotte Hassel and many other leading personalities And I met aler a
few of the smaller dealers,who were as keen to help, and to ga s;. ntain and
expand their connections with British collectors as the "bi. ones".- inspite of all the awkward restrictions and currency regulations.
A special word of praise must be added for Herr Franz Schuepbach, the
head of the Swiss P, T, T. Philatelic Agency, who is taking great interest
in our activities and has already helped the Club immensely. In the next
issue of the "News Letter" I hope to tell you some interesting details of
the excellent work this branch of the Swiss Post Office is doing -- so
very different from the poor performance of our own G,P,C. as regards
philatelic service.
All this gives me every confidence that our Club in the second year of,
its existence ,and after having overcome the teething
trubles, should become the efficient organisatiorl
^^`;'^°
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I envisaged at its inception. One wgrry,however, still
remains:the Exchange Packet Branch. One of the set
ANTS i STS
"WANTS
backs of a large membership is that even a greatly
increased number of packets is not sufficient to Hsu-- SERVICE Pare
tisfy the clamour for more frequent circulation Hre ,
progress may be slow. In every-other field of cur activities we are
going from strength to strength, and the estab ishement of a London GrcUF
with regular meetil gs,displays,euctions etc., to be followed in due course
: vide are even
by the foundation of such Groupe in other -place , vain_
closer bond,

N0.9eWV__
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Many members suggested the introduction of a Wants List Service f as a
supplement to the xchange Packet Branch. Per such service a large stock
would have to be, provided. This, was not easy, firstly because stocking of
many issues, especially mint and better—class items, for which there is
greatest demand, would necessitate a large outlay of capital, and secondly
because we did not want to go entirely "professional". However, with the
help of newly established contacts to Swiss dealers, we can now start the
service ,which should quickly expand and finally provide members with all
their wants. Wa shall certainly endFavour to offer all th-, items. at
considerably cheaper prices than those usually oharged.

At -present o n 1 y issues from 1908 on car be supplied.
HOW TO ORDER: Send your wants list on a separate sheat of paper.
Give Cat.No. (Stanley Gibbons,Zumstein or Mueller). Say whether Mint,Used,
on cover, block of four, s t,r.•.. State , if pessible , the limit you are prepared
to pay, if the item is valuable.everything will be supplied en 3 DAYS
APPROVAL. Wants list will be executed within 10 days, but when we ,have
t o get the item from Switzerland it will take longer. Larger wants lists
should be accompanied by a deposit -- not because we do not trust you,but
because we may need the money to buy the more expensive stamps. The
deposit will be returned,or used according to your instruction,if you do
ielot retain the approval. Finally, please remember that this service
being intrc,duced in your interest and that the profit made will go tc
strengthen the Club.
.5)
....
October will bring-ouite a few
...
new issues, mainly Cllour
.....
changes .....
„......,
numm„.„"mm.,....„"""„.",„,","„”.,.".„,"”.
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he two new AIR MAIL STAKPS will make their appearance, as Oready reported
in our "news Letter" H-0.4/5 (May), namely the 30 C. livid (old colour: blue)
and the 40C blue (old colour: gtaY) On.October lat. the Landscapes aet
in new colours will be issued with the overprint "BUREAU INTERNATIONALE
(
DtEDUc!TION" (values 5, 10, 20, 25, 30 and 40 0.) On the same date the three
values used for the manufacture of stamp booklets will be issued in - the new colou.
in sheets of 90 stamps, containing 20 TETE-2ECHE and GUTTER pairs. (5 C. yellow-brown, 10 C.
sea-green, and 20 C. brown. All these new issues will be supplied NINT in the ordinary way
but for F.D.C, cancellation only a few special bookings can be accepted.
FRO JUVENTUTE 1948 IN NEW COLOURS ,-, AND A 40 0. VALUE I By courtesy of the Swiss PTT
we can describe this year's charity set, due on December 1st, - well in advance. As ,u& --1-7
it will consist of four values, but there are several colour changes and the highest vie
will be .404-10 C (instead of 30+10 C) in order to comply with the new postal rates.
The 54-5 C will be violet (instead of the familiar green),'bearing the portrait of General
Ulrich Wino, who was Coin C.of the Swiss Army during the first world war. It was designed
by Karl Bickel and printed at thePTT Printing Works,Berne,in recess. The other values
are in - the familiar Alpine flowers design, and our philatelic garden will be enriched by '
some lovely neW specimen. T4e 10+10 will be green/gre/Yellaw, depicting a foxglove (Digitalis), the 20+20 C. brown/yelloW/red, showing an Alpine rose (Rusty Rhododendron),whilst
the fourth value, this time a 404-10 0 will be blue/greyArange and show an Alpine lily,
Designs, as last year, by Hans Fischer, printed by Caurvoisier.

NEW SPECIAL POSTMARKS Our :Berne Correspondent reports the -following propaganda postnarL
used, this month: 'wVisitez le Comptt)ir Suisse" (Lausanne froml6th August to 25th'September
"700 JAHRE AARAU -1248.4948" (Aarau,until 3 0th September); "Schweizerische Radio-Ausatellx.L.
Zurich" (Zurich until the end of September).
THE OFFICIAL PET PROPAGANDA LEAFLET FOR THE "IMAM." MOCK IS ENCLOSED
"NEWS LETTER" with the Secretaryts compliments.

man

THIS -

IMAM CATALOGUE
We have secured a few copies of this finely produced exhibition
catalogue, containing a wealth of interesting material, twc colour tableaux and many ilustraon.TexptlyinEgsh,adfulistwhdecrpionfalexhbts.
One day this catalogue will be a -bibliographic rarity, hinted by philatelists in auctions*
Octavo,288 pages, Price 3/6 plus 8d postage.
OWING TB PRESSURE OF SPACE ADVERTISEMENTS AND "'WANTS & OIVERS" ARE HELD OVER.
Published, by the "Helvetia Stamp Club", 111,,Bushey Road, Ntlynes Park, Lndon,

S.W.20
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The inaugural meeting of the London Group will take
tO
place on TILTRSDAY, OCTOBER 7th. at 7 p.m. sharp at the
Ax
Temple Room, BONNINGTON HOTEL, Southampton Row, W. C .1.
Central
Line,Holborn
Tube
Station,
(easily accessible by
Bus 68,77a pass the door,7,17,19,38 stop nearby.)
< FROM uvr^
(Bus 7, 1I, 25,+9,3)
Dr.K. Strauss will give a talk on "Swiss
p"^`"
New Oxford
Classics" with a display from his collection
1'
Imaba report; All new catalogues and Dublica—
ti+ns will be on show; Display of some of the newly
4
discovered flaws & varieties of resent Swiss issues.
Officers for the London Grnup Committee will be
ter cs
tow
elected. I hope that e v e r y member residing in
',gang
the Greater London area will attend this important event!
"

',- WA TERL 0 ©

OFFICIAL P.T.T. SOUVENIR SHEETS WITH "IMAM" SPECIAL POSTMARK..
We have a few of these, bearing(a) A 5 C. Jutiilwe stamp with the portrait of the Basle
Burgomaster Rudolf Wef.tstein (similar to the design of the "Inaba" miniature sheet) and
cancelled with the special Imaba postmark. Another clear postmark is next to the stamp.
b) the 10 Ca Automobile stamp, cancelled at the Imaba Ambulant Postoffice, with the
special Imaba postmark next to the stamp,- Price: (a) 1s.9d, (b) 2/- plus postage.
ZUMSTEIN SPECIAL CATALOGUE 1949, The long awaited XIIth edition is,at last, to hand.
No need to tell that it is an excellent handbook, indispensable to every Swiss collector,
^.eived so far only one parcel from the Customs, and have supplied members / who booked
W
In strict rotation. The rest will be delivered within a fortnight, we hope, We may
-a. few spare copies, and those members who did not book in advance should do it at once,
¶ -edition will be quickly sold out - and then you will have to wait for another four years.,
Price is 15/6 plus Is. reg. postage.
ZUMSTEIiN SIMPLIFIED CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN 2949. We shall receive our
small quota of this handy little catalogue, listing all main varieties, by the end of this
month. Price 3/3 plus 2d.postage. Bookings now accepted,
MUELLER SEMI-SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 1948, We have a few left and offer them at the reduced
he- r.rrurrRY-- wir-e -piral binding (Original price
orrice of 3j;' 1?l _3d e tare for _the
tion- w

^

ZUMSTEIN GERMAN-ENGLISiN DICTIONARY OF PHILAaLLIC TERMS. TAlso containing translations from
French, Dutch, D nish,Swedish and Norwegian,. very - useful for all users of Gorman edited
catalogues. Again available at ls, 9d, plus lid postage.
SWISS P.T.T. HANDBOOK OF PROPAGANDA POSTMARK. Complete list of all commemorative,congress,
exhibitions, tourism and other propaganda postmarks from 1911 to 1947. Price 4/9 plus 6d,post.
LOCHER'S SOLDIERS STAMP CATALOGUE is temporarily sold out,we .expect new delivery soon.
SPECIAL CATALOGUE OF SWISS AIRMAILS. This excellent standard work has belre--published by
' ea, 'iss Aero--P h ilatelic Society. The 1949 edition contains on 160 pa eo,wit.,h 550 photos,
rations and drawings, everything connected with Swiss air mail. The four parts are:
Mail stamps and semi--official Vignettes and Labels, 3) First flights, special flights,
4
ban.öon and glider mail etc. 0) Airmail cancellations, special postmarks,etc, including those
of the Swiss army, and C5) a historical survey of Swiss airmail, Areendix; Zeppelin flights
and flights Outside` Switzerland. The edition is strictly limited, lut we can accept a few
bookings. Price 15/- plus 1s. postage.

O OUR CORR PONDEN S -

_

16,700,00Q PRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS were sold by the PTT in 1947, and the revenue
amounted to 2,2 million Francs, of which 1,4 million Francs was remitted to the charitative
organisations. The revenue from -the sale of National Fete 1947 stamps was 1,1 million Francs
of which the committee received 674,748 Francs. Altogether 7,400,000 National Fete stamps
were sold in 1947. Both sales and revenue of the two charity-sets were up as compared with
1946 -- about 10 in the case of the Pro Juventute issue and 6% in that of the National Fete,
COLOUR SHADES. M.Julien Peneveyre draws the attention to the re-emergence
of various faked colour--shades of earlier Swiss issues, especially of the U.P,U,1900 issue;
Some of these shades, such as the 5 C blue-green, the 10 C. dull--carmine and the 25. C lilac blue are regarded as scarce, Ho says that a host of fabricated shade varieties are now being
offered. Apparently some forgers have embarked on a wholesale faking campaign,applying
'
chemicals to common specimens. More serious is the fact - that'the fakers are now making bluegreen Postage Dues of the 1883 issue Out of the common olive-green stamps, a dang reus forgery
when one considers the great demand for the scarce 1883 stamps and the enormous difference
in catalogue value, '
iPITZERLAN -EARTINZ U 3 SPECIAL FLIGHT. Our Geneve correspondent reports that 11,281
letters were carried by the A.ir France seaplane Latecoere on June 1- on the first flight Geneve--Port de France (Martinique). They are now being sold in ;`witzerland at a high premium,
:.
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By B H,S.
.

Let me say at once that this attempt is doomed to failure, To report on what I have seen
during my six—day—marathon through the many large halls of the "Imabafl would mean to fill a
book, And it would require the vocabulary of a Hollywood publicity agent to describe in
glowing technicolor the dazzling array of rarities and wonderful collections displayed by
some of the most famous philatelists in the world. Fortunately,I can limit my report in
these columns to that part of the Exhibition which was devoted to Switzerland, although even
this seems to me a task beyond my modest power of expression.
First of all, I should like ta say a few words about the marvellous organisation, It was the
result of many months of preparatory work, shared by 52 prominent S wins collectors and
dealers,in seven committees. The organisers were fortunate in having secured the huge,modern
buildings of the Swiss Industries Fair for the exhibition, and they had all financial worries
removed by the grant of a guaranteed reimbursement for all expenditure by the Swiss Post
Office — a gesture hardly to be ever expected from our awn G.P.O.
I have seen some two dozen international exhibitions, including those of London, Paris,
Berlin, Antwerp, Brussels and Vienna — but I doubt whether any of them could stand comparison
Withthe Basle show, .e "Imaba" was planned, organised and arranged in a really unique way,
and every visitor brought home unforgettable impressions and memories, Especially the
British visitors must be double grateful for the very cordial reception they gat from our
Swiss friends. The Union Jack took pride of place at the opening ceremony, performed by the
Swiss President,Dr. Cello, and the hosts .id tan proud at every other occasion. The King: s
exhibits, the display of our G.P.O. and these of pilvate British collectors occupied places
of honour — and it was not by chance, I mast -mention in this connection the great work
done by Mr.Frank Godden, the British Commisioner, in whose experienced hands the British
exhibits arrangement was laid.
Many British exhibitors brought home high honours, gold medals, trophies and diploma, eat
I can mention here only two, of wham we are specially proud, because they are members of the
Helvetia Stamp Club : - Miss Winifred Penn-Gaskell, who won the "Prix dthonneur" presented
by Courvoisier and a gold medal for her Swiss Air Mails (which I will describe in detail later) and Mr,Harold G.Gisburn, who received a silver medal for his book on the "Stamps of
the Anglo—Egyptian 'Sudan" and a diploma for his historical theme collection "Victoria Regina"
Now let's turn to a brief survey of the various groups, which are of special interest to
the collectors of Switzerland. Already in the "Hors Concours" class there were some of the
finest Swiss collections displayed, whose owners did not compete for a prize, because thy
were members of the committees or otherwise connected With the exhibition, M. Iwan iPLLI
(of the famous shoe firm) displayed a collection of bi—sected, pen—cancelled and - pre—cancelled early Swiss raritiies, 'Which probably has nothing to be compared with in the world,
Herr Werner CUENt , a vice—president of the exhibition committee, and a leading Swiss expert,
showed parts of his unique collection of forgeries, whilst Dr •Herbert MUNK,of Lugano,
exhibited material from his studies of the Rayon issues,
Hall 2b, on the first floor, contained the exhibits of Class I, Seritzerland. Here we could
admire a unique assembly of Swiss collections that simply overwhelmed the onlooker,Fortysix
Switzerland specialists competed, and Dr.H.Leeman (v/ho exhibited his treasures in not less
than 72 frames under the motto "H.L.G,A.") won the Grand Prix International, a casket
containing 33 Swiss gold "sovereigns". His collection is one of the largest and finest ,., .tant
In addition what he modestly calls "a general collection", consisting to a large part of
mint blocks of some of the greatest rarities, many double—impressions, rare retouches,
f ars,etc., there were three specialised collections, the first of nearly all known essays
dies and plates=from - 1842 to 1942,and all Specimen overprints; the second, a marvellous
array of the Swiss Hotel Posts, including many rarities on cover; and the third comprising
Swiss `i'elegragh stamps, which , I am told,, is the largest known.
Collec tors of mint stamps would probably have given the palm to M.Louis Monot, who showed
a collection of practically all Swiss'stamps issued from 1C"" to the present day -in complete
mint sheets. Again mint stamps •-and,at that, including all early issues from 1848 predominated,in the 13 albums exhibited under the motto "Basilisk", whilst in ten frames and
12 albums we could admire an apparently interminable suite of covers and pieces with early
cancellations, Lighter fare was provided by M, V.G`>.ertli (his name in English means "little
garden') with his collection "Alpine Flowers of the Juventute issues", splendidly written up
and expertly explained as regards botany. .W.dtAujourdhui,of Basle, showed his study of
perforated Sitting Helvetia, with special emphasis on shades and colour-nuances, whilst
Frau Luise Heger, of Zurich, tackled the same issue from the • angle of the printing,
retouches, doable—impressions, plates etc. The quality a_ Mrs.Hegar!c collection is best
illustrated by the - fact that it provided the basis for the classification of this issue in
the Zumstein catalogues.
( -To be continued in two more issues -of the "News Letter". In my final article I shall
report on "What the medium collector could learn at the "Imaba.".)
.

Members who desire to set more detailed information on the "Inaba" should secure the
B hibition catalogue, which can be supplied by the 8eoretary.
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PROGRESS REPORT
We have made more leeway since th ,i last New Letter reached you - and
ttis,ineidzntally,is the reason why this on was delayed. I wanted to includo the news of the constitution of the London Group,the inauguration
cf the Manchester Group,and the establishment of a Scottish Group in the
near future. The first meeting of the London Group was a fine success
ChsPite -or perhaps because- it was accompanied by a jig and merrie
music which came from another room in the hotel). The London Committee,
7 Mr.P.Stratton's efficient leadership was fortified by the strong
irt of members present and those who, unable to attend, sent messages'
_lfising co-operation. Mr.E.M.Hamilton has accepted
office of the
secretary nf the Manchester Group, and I am certain that he will find
similar support from members in the -Midlands.
Grod news also concerns the next Newt Issue - the Pr n Juventute set to
appear on December 1st. I have been able to "chisel down" the price to 2/1
for the new net of 1.10 F. face value. Quite an achievement,as Swiss dealers still insist on paying only 10 Francs for the Pound Sterling in barter
transactions. As a matter nf fact, the Pro Juventute net is now being adve,
tised in the philatelic trade magazines t.at whichIhadaquite
unlegitimate peep) at 2s.3d. wholesale. We shall therefore get it cheaper
than dealers! A modest quota cf First Day covers,and also the special
"Stamp Day" covers (to be issued on the
5th of December were duly secured.
NEXT LONDON MEETING
We have now delivered all new catalogues
c1. by members,and many of the recent
DISPLAY - DISCUSSION AUCTION - Church House,
3 publications. Some very nice and
Gt.Smith Street, S.W.l
b-,,rce material was included int.) three
Tu e sday, December 7th.
recent Bxchange Packets (such as a fine
selection of League of Nations issues,
tete-beche and s4-tenant pairs and also some good early material.Unfortune- nes will have the benefit of this. An a rule such
ately only a few lucky O
material is bought up by the first four or five members who see the packot
but I assure you that packets are circulated in "strict rotation" so that
every member will one day get to "the top". Quite a few "Wants Lists"
were executed at full satisfaction. Our experts examined a number nt items
sent by members, including two complet2 collections.
I feel that our Club - on the threshnld of the second year cf cur activities is really getting into its stride, and should go on from strength to
strength. We can now accept new members again and extend our services to
then. I invite you to do a - bit of recruiting in order to infuse row and
E.H.S.
especially young blood into our fellnwship.
-
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- By HANS E. GA,UD AHD
Chief of Section, Direction General of the S iss F.T.T.
(The first series of articles by M.Gaudard,
dealing with designs of the -Landscapes issues was
- concluded in the May issue of the "Helvetia News Lotter")
Since 19o8, "Helvetia with Sword" figured on the stamps of higher values up to one franc.
This subject, as well as Te11 and his son t having been used many times in different forms,it
was decided- to adapt other symbols. There arose the idea of consulting the masterpieces of
famous Swiss painters and of reproducing some of the warrior figures. The fact that the
issue of the new series coincided with the moment when the Swiss army was mobilised for the
protection of the frontiers, greatly recommended the Choice.
After many motifs from the partings of Holler, Urs Graf and other old masters wore used
for preparing designs and essays — in fact some 50 different essays were carried to the
printing stage -- the final selection was made as follows, For the 50 C. stamps the design
was taken from the monumental statue by Jacob Vibert, which adorns the entrance hall of the
Swiss Federal Parliament at Berne. It represents the "Graetli Oath", symbolizing the foundation of the old Confederation, The first stamp in this series thus provided an excellent
point of departure for the sequence of the other values, on which the struggle for Swiss
independence finds its dramatic expression.
William Sell could not be missed from the series, and the value of 60 C. was chosen ee
depict the Confederation's greatest hero , The values of 70 C and 80 C show the "Fighting
warrior" and the "Dying Warrior", both taken from the famous fresco "Retreat from Mari -guano" by Ferdinand Hodler. She "Standard Bearer" which is depicted on the 90 C stamp
comes from a painting by Nicolas—Manuel Deutsch, the mercenary, statesman and artist of
the early 16th century. The engraver, Karl Bickel', who was responsible for so many of the
finest Swiss stamps, reproduced Deutsch's painting — the superbly costumed figure enveloped
in the fluttering folds of the standard — in an unsurpassable way.
Whilst reproductions of the works ofancient masters on the stamps of lower values were
full figure portraits, bust portraits were chosen for the stamps of one to'two francs,Fer
the 1 Franc stamp the portrait of the Lucerne Colonel Ludwig Pfyffer (1524-1594), nick named the "Swiss King" was chosen. The author of this portrait is unknown. For the 1.20 F
value the likeness of the Grison hero Jurg Jènatsch (1596-1639) Was taken from a portrait
by Stueokelberg. The Fribourg citizen Franoois de Reynold (1642-1722), one of the great
fighters for the independence of the French-speaking Swiss, adorns the 1.50 F. stamp. This
portrait was engraved by Bickèl after the famous painting by H,Rigaud, The series concludes
with the 2 F, value. Here a more modern figure from Swiss history was chosen. The stamp
depicts Colonel Joachim Forrer, of St,Gall, commander of the Swiss troops daring the
Napoleonic wars. He lived from 1782 to 1833 and is considered as the "father" of the m& rn
Swiss army, Thus a leading military personage chosen from the different parts of the coleeiry
Central,Rhaeto -Roman, French and Eastern Switzerland -- figures on each of the four higher
values of the "historic series",
(To be continued next month)
,

-

LITERATURE SERVICE
The following new catalogues and publications are at present available to members:
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED HANDBOOK AND CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN l5/- (1/—postg)
ZUMSTEIN SIMPLIFIED CATALOGUE OF OPTS E$L.ANT & LIECHTENSTEIN 1949.
o 0 3/ (3d, " )
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE CATALOGUE 1949.
. , , . . , , . . . .
. . , . . . ' 22/6 (1/ " )
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE CAT. 1948
17/6 (reduced price), ZUMSTEIN ST IPL.SWISS 1948...2/ (redcd)
MUELLER SEMC-SPECIALISED CA!,OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENST (ideal for medium collr,) 3/3d.
SWISS AIR MAIL CATALOGUE (highly specialised),
) (eras 3d,post
15/6 (1/— postage)
P,T.i.Official Handbook of PROPAGANDA & SPECIAL POSTMARKS. . . . . . . . . . —479 (6d postg)
LOCHER CATALOGUE of Soldiers Stamps 191 1918-war & supplements
6/e (6d " )
LOCHER CATALOGUE of Soldiers Stamps 1939-1945-war & supplements
10/6 (9d " )
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITSCHRIFT (with Zumstein Cats.supplements) for 1 year,.10/- postfree
BASLE. TAUBi (Monthly magazine published by Mueller) for 1 year
10/ postfree
STAMP MIRROR, London —the lively weekly magazine ... 12/6 for 52 issues postfree.
xxvxvxvxvxvxvXVXvxvxvxVxvxvxVxv :XVXV xVXPXV xvxMAMx.6MX%ilxvxVXV'XvXVxvxvxvxvXVxZ
x ALL STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 1938--48 and LIECHT NSTEIN 1928-48 IN STOCK x
Write now for F R E E, L I S T xorbtainlesvdy.
SPECIAL CFFER: Socie to des Nations and B.I.T. complete £ 170
x
^,C',̀\/ by Zumstein,superb used,all paper varieties & shades
X
v
v T/1Of"i,45 D. G, EEN - 8,CRAIGCR00K PARK - eD/fllri , CJ/G/-/, !
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romthe NATIONAL SECRETARY
In order to avoid delays in correspondence, I should like to point out
that all "national" business, such as all matters concerning Club membership, the "Nowa Letter", the New Issue Service, the Exchange Packet Branch,
Expert Committee, Catalogue and Publications Service, "Wants List" Service
etc.remain under my supervision, and all communications should be addressed to 111,Bushey Road,Raynes Park,London,S.W.2r).
All matters concerning London Group meetings will be dealt with by
Mr.P, Stratton, 60 ,Regency St. ,London,S,W,l, and similarly those concerning
the Manchester Group by Mr.E.M,Hamilton, 7, The Willows, Charlton Ville,
Manchester, 21. Name and address of the Scottish Secretary will be
F.H. Spiro.
announced shortly.

LONDO N GROUP

The inaugural meeting of the London Group was held at the Bonnington
Hotel on October 7th. Some forty members turned up and were treated to an excellent talk
and display of the "Classic Issues of Switzerland" by Dr.K.Strauss, who is an authority
on these stamps, and showed about 50 pages of gems from his fine collection. Our untiring
Secretary, Mr.E.H. Spiro, gave a survey of the Club's activities and future programme.
He brought with him a display of Swiss literature and some interesting examples of recent
varieties and flaws.
The meeting elected the London Group Committee, as follows: Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, Messrs.
H.1-Cole,
A.J.Harding, R.L.Mayston, M.Neville, E.H.Spiro, Dr.K.Strauss, as members, and
P' ^ Stratton, as London Group Secretary.
ommittee met on November--2nd and decided to arrange the next meting on
l ESDAT, DECEMBER 7th, 6.30 p.m, at the CHURCH HOUSE (Room 3, Ground floor)
Great Smith Street, Westminster, S.W,1. (the Church House is within a short
walking distance from the Westminster Abbey and the Houses of Parliament)
An auction of members' lots, a display and a discussion will take place at this meeting.
The Committee also decided to appeal to all Metropolitan members,and those who desire to
take part in the activities of the London Group and attend its meetings, to pay a small
additional subscription of 2s.6d. a year This contribution is necessary for the hire of the
-- meeting place aid other expenses, Which —it was felt---would be unfair to charge to all
Club members, as those outside London cannot possible benefit from the Group's activities.
The London Committee are confident that all Members in the Greater London Are a, and all thosa
who want to attend London meetings, will respond to this appeal.
P.Stratton, London Secretary,
MANES
All members residing in and in reach of Manchester are invited to
communicate with Mr.E.M.Hamilton, who is trying to arrange a meeting at an early date.

'ROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS

"SWISS S 'AMP DAY" This year's "Stamp Ma

ler Briefmarke") is to take place at Schaffhausen. The local philatelic soeiety there
an exhibition ana national - conference on December 5th, A special um-official
postcard, printed in four colours, is to be issued, and the Swiss Post 0 ffic e has arranged
for a special postmark, which will be used on this day only. It shows the coat of arms
of Schaffhausen, the inscription "TAG DER BRIEFMARKE — SCHAFFHAUSEN , ' and the date in a
sm 1l panel. —We shall be ,able to supply the special postcards with one of the current
small values and the special postmark at 1/3 each (There is a charity contribution for the
postcard) or P.T.T.Souvenir Sheets with a small value stamp and the special cancellation
at 9d. each. Book now, please.
OLYMPICS ON'"WRONG PAPER" An interesting 'discover has just been made says our Bern:
Correspcndent in regard to the paper used£or the Olympic Winter Games 1948 set. Whilst thP.
ordinary issue was printed on the familiar red—blue—threaded paper, a small additional is su°-1
of the 5 C. and 30 G. was printed on paper which shows red, blue and y e 1 low threads.
The paper for the whole issue was supplied by the Papermill Biberist, The firm now reveals
that because of the urgent order from the P.T.T. to supply an additional paper quantity, a
slightly different paper was delivered, which had yellow threads intermingled. It was used
for the printing of the two values mentioned, of which supplies ran out. Thais specialists
are confronted with an interesting modern "thread variety".
SPECIAL POSTMARKS IN OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.
The following special propaganda postmarks
were (or still are) used: "WESTFAFLISCHER F±IEDE 1648-1948" (Peace of Westphalia tercerF*)
at Basle, from October 18 to 24; "VERWENDET RADIOS'iöRFREIE APPARATE"-- at Than, Burgdorf;
Often, Kreulingen, Schattfhausen; "NtUTILISEZ QUE DES APPAREILS ELECTRIgUE DEPARASITES" —
at Lausanne. Both still in use. "SCIIWEIZE WO /SCHWEIZERAf
ARREIT/QUALITÄ`lSA?.BELT" at Bern,
Biel, Basle, Liestal, Solothurn, Aarau, Zofingen, Luzern,Zug, Zurich,Frauenfeld and Chur.
hanging
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eSEA+IAINE SUISSE/PRODUI TS SUISSES/PRODUIrS DE QUI,LI'PE" at Geneva, Lausanne, Fribourg,Vevey
Sion, Neuchatel, La Chaux-de-Fonds; "SETTINANA SVIZZE './PRODOTTI SVIZZERI/SCELTISSIMT" at
Bellizona and Locarno; all three in used during the whole of October.
U.P.U. JUBILEE CO3l EMOPLAATIVES ? Our Swiss correspondents say that there is much whispering about a set of Swiss commemoratives to be issued next year on the occasion of the World
Postal Union anniversary. The PTT has so far "neither confirmed,nor denied" the rumour. But
it appears likely that they won't miss the occasion. It certainly would be an appropriate
one, as Berne is the cradle of the World Postal Union. The famous monument and the fine
building at Berne, which houses the Union's offices, may provide the motifs for the designs
of such series, as would portraits of the tioneers of the universal postage, including Sir
Rowland Hill. Our "spies" are on the trail, and I hope to report soon more details about
the intentions of the Swiss Post Office,
.FIEST SWISS HELICOPTER 3yLIGHT was only a short, experimental one, yet it was commemora-- '

ted by a special and rather handsome postmark.\It took place on September 23rd, and the hel
copter flew from Zurich (Sihl) to Kloten and Dudbendorf. The special cancellation, used by
the Zurich Central Post Office, was a rectangle showing a drawing of the helicopter and the
inscription "ERSTE SCHWEIZER HELICOPTER POST" and the date "230SEP,1948". I received one
cover bearing this cancellation from a Swiss friend
but failed,so far, to secure any more for members.
I have not - given up höpe, although. I understand
that the covers are now being sold in Switzerland
Insertion FREE to Members for "smalls"
at a high premium. Airmail specialists interested
not exceeding 2 lines. Third line 6d.
should let me know whither they want this cov .,an_'.
Fourth line 1/ .Please, enclose with
I shall try my- best to ' get' a few,
every insertion 6d.postage for replies.

WANTS AN ) OFFERS

OFFICIALS, all kinds wanted. by Member
263 (Lt.Col.Drake Brockman)
PRO'JUVENTJTD, complete mint,unmounted
1913-1948,rnisingin price, for Sale.
Price from Secretary, (Member 77)
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE CAT.1948;as new for
Sale, best offer over 15/ (Member271)
Wanted OFFICIALS,1918,perforated cross,
1935-37,on or off cover, and League of N.
Member 72)
PAX set compl.USED wanted (Member 146)
SITTING HELVETIA 1862-,1878, various val.
on covers, large accumulation,can be sent
on approval, Inquire Secretary. (Memb.22)

ACCESS S 4 ]CEE
ALBUM L EAT EIS
The following sizes are available and
can be ordered from the Secretary:
Standard - 118 by 9,1 f,cartridgo 7/6
dtto- heavy cartridge/-Medium lO8 by 8$ fine cartAdge 6/9
dtto heavy cartridge
-aJ .nior 91-by 72 fine cartridgo 6/2
dtto heavy cartridge
)7/3
Minor
7* or Ce by 51-cart, 3/3
-

68 by

All prices per 100 leaves. Postage
and package is 9d to 1/ per 100.
STOCK BOOKS AND DUPLICATE WALLED
Bound in Clo th,10 pages Linen strips with middle. -s trip, Size 9-4 by 114 15/6
_ 6/6
Size 4- by 6,6pages,72 strips
PRO JUVENTUTE (continued) 20 - 3.0 C.

AUSTRIA Collectors should join the AUSTRIA
S'.TAIVIP CLUB, which is extremely efficiently run by
our friend, Major Chas,Cowie (Cheriton Place,
Folkestone, Kent) The Club publishes an interesting monthly news sheet, and there are frequent
Exchange Packets in circulation, strong in both
early and modern issues, Austrian Levant,Fieldpost
etc, A Club to be warmly x c ommend edi
FRANCE & COLONIES STAMP CLUB. This Club, a± ter an
enforced steadetill over three month;ca sed by the
death of its founder and sacra tary,Mr. T.S. Mack,
has now resumed its activities. The new secreta ries are Nlr.G.Wynno Rushton and Mr.E.H.Spiro.
Members collecting French stampo and interested in
joining the Club should contact Mr.Spiro,
NEW ISSUE CHRONICLE
We published a description of the PRO JUVENTUT.T 1:
in our September issue - in fact, we have "scoopeO` '
all philatelic journals in giving full details lee.
before they were officially released in Borne. For
the benefit of new members and those collectors wiwant Ao know the scientific naives of the flowers
depicted we repeat here the main details
5 0 -'5 0 violet, portrait of General U1riCh Will:>
(1848-1925), Coin C, of the Swiss Army 1914-1918.
printed on white paper' in rotogravure by PTT stain-°
printing works,Borne,
10 -- 10 C ;reen/groy/yell_
Foxglove with large flowers (Digitalis ambigua
Murray) /Continued in the left • hand column/
xvrvxvXVXVxvxvxvx ix-vx -rxv-xvoSeevxvx-vervvenewxvxvxvi ,

3i GEORGE vi

and

MODERN FOREIGN

WANTS LISTS WELCOMND
brown/red/yellow; Rust leaved Alpine
Rose (Rhododendron ferrigu.ineum) ,
OPS , B.P.A.
. F.
40 - 10 C. blue/grey/orange; Lily of
ROA',
NDRTH
OOD, Middlesex.
28, HILLSIDE
paradise (Paradisia liliastrum). 'These
CO
APPROVALSELECTIONS
three values are printed on, paper with '
mixture
xture of blue and red fibres and Drill, xXv`xir xvxvxvInnE v -s.vxvxv xvxvxvxvxvxvxvxm mc
ed by Courvoisier.La Chn,rr—d am-moos

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
HELVE TI A STAMP CLUB
No.12
'

111 ,HUSBEY RD. ,RAINES PK.
LONDON , S W . 20
December 1948

Edited by Edward H. Spiro

MOP I ABOUT ECONOMICS

At the beginning of this year (in our February issue), we discussed the puzzle of
the exchange rate of the Pound Sterling and the Swiss Franc. Today, after nearly twelve
months, there is a special reason to return to this matter. We are sending out to
members the new Pro Juventate 1948 set, which has a face value of 1.10 Fr 4 at a charge
of 2s.2d,per set, (One Penny had to be added to the originally announced price of2s o ld,
because we received our supply in small batches,and had to pay postage up to 1.5o F. for
every deliverY). Out of the price of 2s.2d. the Club is making a modest profit.'
--a '.t the same time many London and provincial stamp dealers are asking up to 4/— for this
a
It is prominently displayed at this price in the windows of a large Strand dealer
as„.4.10T Stanley GibbOns Ltd), and quite a few others. Some dealers are advertising the set
slightly cheaper — at 3/10, 3/9 or 3/6. Whilst it is agreed that a stamp dealer, who has
considerable overheads is bound to charge more than a non-profitmaking collectors! club,
there is still no reason to ask almost 100 per cent more, Moreover, I suggest that the
"big boys" in the stamp trade are getting the Swiss material cheaper, than we can,
It is true that Swiss dealers are offering only 10 to 11 Francs for the Pound Sterling
when bartering the stamps of their country against material supplied from Britain * as
against the official rate of 17,5o Francs to the Pound.
But as long as Swiss dealers, who have quite a few "spies" everhere, realise that their
British colleagues are demanding such fantastic prices, there can be no hope of persuading them to be more generous in regard to the rate Of exchange. I have letters from
Swiss suppliers, rebuking me for trying to bargain — "because you English are asking
double the price anyway..,"
Dealers who overcharge collectors in such 4way are very shortsighted. They are bound to
lose their customers. And they are doing a disservice not only to philatelists, but to
the nation as a whole. They are, if unwittingly, creating the impression abroad that,
whilst wewant to buy on the cheap, we are selling at an immense profit margin,
1ho only remedy is to refuse to pay !inflated! prices, whether they apply to new issues
Dther items, Some members are very sensible about that, and prefer to wait rather '
to throw their money away. Philately mustgst rid of the speculators. We shall con —
tinae in our fight against the inflationists, who are spoiling the fun in our hobby,
,

A NEW S'ERVICE
POST/
L.
AUCTIONSIn response to many suggestions from members, we are introducing this month a new
Club service — the Postal Auctions, This, in a sort of way, is an experiment, and its
success will depend on members! co—operation, Many members, who reside in the country
have little opportunity to attend public auctions,er even to inspect stamps in shops.
To them —as to others — the Postal Auctions should provide a convenient means for the
acquisition of Swiss and other stamps and philatelic items at reasonable prices. The
Postal Auctions may also become a welcome supplement to the Exchange Packets, for which
we cannot get enough material to satisfy the ever growing demand.
All lots offered through Postal Auctions are offered on the understanding that they
can be returned, if the buyer is not fully satisfied. Bids shauld ,be made slightly above
the "minimum" stated in the list, which is published:for the first time in this issue
on Page 3, and the highest bidder will receive the lot or lots first, If he returns them
he will have to reimburse the Club for postage and insurance (which will hardly amount to
more than a few pence) and the lot will then be sent to the next highest bidder,and so on.
The Club officers will exercise every care that the descriptions are correct and as
detailed as space permits, and that minimum prices "reserves") are kept by the vendors
within rea&ô.iab1 limits. We are,therefore, confident that quite a few !bargains! will
be *aka. up in 4s way, and that the first recipient will,as a rule, retain the lot
filar which he bid. JbOQS invted to enter lots for the January auction, and we hope
that there will be a li
-ian between bidders*
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BBy FLANS H. G A U D A R II

Chéf of Section, Swiss P.T•T. (General Post Office)

(continued)Until 1938 the stamps of-3, -5 and 10 Francs were manufactured by the old copper plate
printing process in tne` workshops of the Federal Topographical Office. Since then,thanks
to the general transformation,they are printed-by rotogravure in the P.T.T. new printing
establisments. This change necessitated first of all the engraving of new plates.
As the former landscapes stamps of the high values had been issued already during more
than 20 years and as, moreover, the new stamps of 2 to 40 Centimes were also pictorials,
itw,a,thought the appropriate time to choose other motifs for the high values.
A limited competition was held among eight artists. However, only two of them risked to
undertake the, difficult task of elaborating designs.
The P.T.T. Administration wanted the 3 to 10 Francs stamps to be of the large horizon
tal format tsize of the stamp 41 by 24 Millimeters, size of the print 38 by 21 Milli meters) which by its mere appearancé attracts attention. A further wish was that the
stamps should represent motifs symbolizing the principal stages of the historical dove lopment of the Swiss Confederation. One of the two competitors was the painter and
engraver Karl Bickel, whose essays were conferred the first price.
For the 3 Francs stamp the artist chose the oath scone at the sealing of the first
Federal Charter in 1291. This free composition shows a group of men standing. around a'
table and taking the oath of allegiance. A light, not visible on the picture, illumirtes the scene from above, affording the artist an opportunity of making a judicious
repartition of light and shadow on'the faces, so as to give life and relief to'the image.
The significance of the scene is still enhanced by the gravity of the physiognomies.
:The motif of the 5 Francs stamp is designed to exhort the people to union. The artist
took as subject the Diet of Stans in 1481. For a purely allegorical composition, he
dared, regardless to historical facts, produce a figure recalling that of Niclaus von der
'Flue as exhorter. The Confederates, On the spot to part in discord, listen with aston
ishment to the admonitions of the new-comer. The Warning and pleading character of the
harangue is excellently rendered..by the position of the arms. The well-marked step of
• the "Mediator" "ives life to the picture and very adroitly forms a counter-balance - to the
group of figures at the left. Here also, the play of light and shadow, together with a
purely figurative presentation, constitutes the principal elements of the picture.
Wishing to conclude the series with a symbol of the present Swiss Confederation, the
artist chose as theme the right of each male citizen to vote, a symbol of Swiss-democra
tic organisation. (Editorts note: I was often asked why not a female figure appears, in
this design. The answer is that there is no suffrage for women in Switzerland! ) ; .ie
scene of public voting, as it appears on the 10 Francs stamp, may seem at first sight,
somewhat dull, yet it is revealing. One; can rlily distinguish different ages, as well
as different professions and social classes which represent the composition-of the Syn.
nation, The` character of the whole scene is dignified and solemn.Karl Bickel, who is aLn
' artist well-known beyond the frtntiera of Switzerland -- he had engraved +.; ny fine - plates
for book illustrations and more than 50 stamps for many countries,apart from those for
his homeland -- has produced a lasting Enotutefit to his art in this series of S wins stamps °
.

•
'••
FIGHT AND WRONG”.
Every student of Swiss philately knows that the so called V'aux (Waadt) stamps, the
4 and 5 C. of 1849/50 (Zumstein No.9,and 10, S.G. No.Ll and L2) are especially rare, if
they show pin-holes. The reason is that in the course of the printing process -when the
second printing in red was applied -- the printers "marked" the position by"needling upt'
four stamps of each sheet. These stamps were the .1st, 10th,,. 91st and 100th stamps in the
sheet. Swiss dealers and collectors are at present rather worried about the a.pearanco of
too many of these pin-holed stamps, Apparently some smart Alec has-beau-up t8"42schief and
haa pin-holed normal stamps in order to sell them at a promium. Ho might yet regret it,
because some of the stamps how appearing on the market have the holes in wrong places.
tolling. •
And talking of pin-holes - - it recalls to me a story, which may be worth.
Some years ago an elderly lady walked into a stamp shop at Kingston-en Th.amcs and
indicated to the owner that she wants to sell her collection. She then produced something
that looked like an African natives! necklace. The good soul had strung several thousand
stamps on a string, as we did with conkers, when we were kids. The thread went into the
top of each stamp, and out again at the bottom, and all were kept nicely in position.
What I wonder at is that the dealer did not drop dead at this sight, moreover,when he
discovered that there were about th.reehundred Penny Blacks neatly .strung up. The poor,
lady was rather annoyed when told that she had spoiled all her treasures and that they
could not be 'teed by collectors. ' , They may be imperfect",she insisted, "but they must be
still of value hem collocto.,." Well, be careful about pinholes, is the moral of the
story.
.

----
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'FRO/"! OUR CORRESPONDENTS
Next year Switzerland is celebrating the centenary of the unification of her postal
services. There is such whispering around the Bollwerk (the H.Q.of the Swiss G.P.O.)
that a special set of commemorative stamps is to be issued on this occasion, report our
Berne correspondents. As a matter of fact, the centenary of the first Swiss stamps was
already celebrated in 1043, with a National Stamp Exhibition, and the issue of the 10 C.
stamp,showing the first two stamps of the Canton of Zurich. In addition three miniature
sheets (Zurich pair, Zurich "luxury shoot" and Geneva sheet) were issued. But,of course,
all stamps issued by the Cantons prior to 1849, wore strictly speaking "locals", and it
was not before September 12,1848, that the Federal Parliament resolved on Clause 33 of
the Swiss Constitution, which says: "The postal administration in its entity to be a
Federal matter. The existing Cantonal postal services to be taken over by the Confedera,
tion...The Cantons to receive a compensation for the transfer of a sum equal to the average net revenue of the years 1644 to 1846.,.The postal rates to be similar throughout '
the Confederation..." luring the transition period, Cantonal stamps wore used through -out the country,and this explains later misunderstandings over the Vaux, Neuchatel and
Winterthur stamps. It was not before April 5, 1850 that the first Federal stamps the
22 C. Poste Locale and Ortspost made their appearance, to be followed in October of the
same year by the first two Rayons, Thus,if the first Federal stamp issue is to be celebrated, the PTT should rather chose 1950 for the issue of commemoratives.
25,000 VISITORS AT THE INABA. The Finance Committee of the Intern.Stamp Exhib. Basle,
1948 has row concluded its report,which should be of interest to the promoters of the '
On Exhibition 1951, Altogether 14,25o daily tickets were sold and over 9,000 fpasse)utst entit:ling holders to admission during the whole exhibition. Attendance was far
^r than could be expected for a city of less than 300,000 inhabitants,which shows
die tremendous interest in dour hobby in Switzerland. - Until the end of November,
2020240 Imaba Miniature sheets were sold,including those used for official purposes, The
postal validity of the sheet ends on December 31,1948;
NATIONAL FETE 1948 total issued figures are as follows; 5+5 C. 1,733,945; 10+10 Cent.
3,014,544; 20+10 C. 2,682,508; 30+10 C. 1,240,818. The sot becomes invalid on Dec.31.
PESTALOZZI WITH A "BUMP". Our Berne Correspondent reports the di-scovery of a rather
funny plate flaw on'the 10 C. Pectalozzi stamp (Zum,No.275, S.G.465),It shows a distinct
"bump" on the back of the head of the famous edilcato:' : The PTT printing works confirm-the
flaw- , and explain that it was caused by a break of the cylinder,which occurred late in the
printing process. It is believed that only a few sheets of the last printing exist with
10 FRANCS DOUBLE IMPRESSION. A minor sensation was caused in Berne by 'this flaw,
the discovery in a private collection of a double im;ression of the 10 Francs stamp
(Zum.No,218x,S,G.390 B). It shows double lines of the letter HELV but fades out towards
the righthand part of the stamps. Some of the figures of the voters also have double
countour s. It is not yet known at what period the double impression occurred, as the
'1p has been current since 1938.
ids should,le above the "Reserve" stated. All
lots are offered on the understanding that they
can be returned,if the buyer is not satisfied.
If a lot is - returned,the Club must be reimbursed for postage and insurance.Pleace, do
N 0 T enclose .cheques or monies with your bid,as another member may place a higher bid
id on acceptance of lots. When sending bids,
and be the purchaser. Remittance to be pa
state Lot No.and give short description to avoid misunderstandings, Vendors are charged
10 per cent commission for lots sold, No charge will be made for unsold lots,but postage
and insurance to be refunded.All lots are fully insured with the Eagle Star Company.
Lowest Bid
Description
Lowest Bid
Description
LOT No.
LOT No.
0
21)
u
rich
4
R.
(Zumstein
104.
Zr
20 C San Salvadore (Z.215)
10
vert.lines,cort.by F.Asch,thin
"ISO CROSS"variety,on
part (cat,at 2,400 frs,2120)....Z 16.-+-11
PAX SET mint unmounted....2 3.10.--

,SST/L AUCTION N2.1

2

3
4
56
7
8
9

22 C,Posto Locale (Z.14/II,S.1.3)
FINE PAIR,used.large margin,but
one corner broken & repaired... , 10,10.Rayon I (Z.17II,SG,13) unused,
no gum,very fair,cat.100 frs. 8 1,-.-2 .;.grey(Z,21,SG.73) fine used £ 1.2.6
1 F. greyblue (Z.27 C,SG.44)used f. 1,-.60 C,bronze (Z.35,SG.88) f,used.' ..10/
1881,5 C. (2.45/4)Showing
variety,block with 3 normal mint,,o10/dtto, but showing the lj variety
8/6
mint block with 3 normal.....,...
1914 10 F. lilac unused (2.131,
.
SG.286) now ca.t.22.15,0 .....

1.15.--

League of Nations, 30 C Tell,
on ribbed paper, the" "great
rarity now cat.400,- francs..2, 10.10,•13 L.O.N. 3 F,red(Zum.13) ........ ---18/6
14
dtto 5 F,blue
dtto 10 F.green (Zum.33)....0
15
16 1943 Stamp centenary,compl.sheet,.10/
17 OFFICIALS r compl,rhint set...0 3.5.-18 PRO JUVENTJTE,1913-1948 complete
mint series,unmounte.....$ 7.7.0
dtto,used in cloth-bound new
19
special Swiss album ... ......0 6.6,0
Next month : Täte Beche collection,Airmail'
stamps & covers,prbofs, Hotel posts etc.
12
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LETTER

FROM THE NATIONAL SECRETARY
Intttillll€tlatttltU IIIIIItI tIMMIlltI ttttt"It"tin"n!l11ltnlI}tntttfllUntltI!It $ ''null

B.P.A. AFFILIATION. We intend to apply to the British
AND A
Phil
^^ lie Associätion for affiliation, This would bring
NATTY NEW YEAR
many benefits to members, as well as to the Club as a whole
It may, however, result in a modest increase of the annual
tc; all our Members
subscription. I should like to have members' observations
and Friends
on this subject before submitting the formal application.
DELAYS IN CORRESPONDENCE. A few members are cross with me; -- their letters were not
- they had to wait sometimes for items ordered,
ain-Wered by return of mail, or
I tender my humble apologies and I am certain of your forgiveness when I tell you that
I was laid up lately for more than a fortnight with a very bad cold. Ahother reason for
delays is that all office work is done by "volunteers" in their scanty spare time,
In order to save your money, we do not send receipts for payments separately,if they are
made by cheque or Postal Orders, because, we would have to charge you poatage.As regards
queries, "wants lists",orders for publications etc,,it is sometimes necessary
to
write to Switzerland for information or order items from Swiss suppliers. Packets are
often held up at the Customs or the Board of Trade Import Control for anything between
two weeks and two months.
STAMP COLLECTORS ANNUAL (Harris Publications). This excellent little handbook,edited by
our distinguishodember, Mr.'1^om Morgan (Editor;"Philatelic M.gazine") bans been just
published for 1949. Produced on exceptionally good paper., profusely illustrated and oram-ed with valuable philatelic information, it can be thoroughly recommended to every serio '- s
collectors, whether beginner or specialist, We can supply the Annual at 2s.6d. postfr
and members should-order at onoe to avoid disappointment.
LIaERATURE. Most of the catalogues and publications advertised last month are still
available, incl. Zumstein Europe 1949, Zumsteit S iitzerland & Liechtenstein 1949, Zumst.'
Switzerland Specialised Handbook, Mueller. Semi—Speoiali . sed Swiss Cat. and both Lecher's
Soldiers Stamp catalogues. Also Yvert Teller Thole World 1949,and France & Colonies 1949.

LONDON GROUP
Secretary,P.STRA N, 60,Regency St.,S0W,1.
The December meetir..g was a great success, '
mainly because it was a quite informal get—
together. Mr.Strrtton was in the chair and
initiated a lively discussion : in which Mrs.
Rarneley and Messrs,Muston,Neville, Leitch,
Lambert,Dewey,PencavelRenton andWoirem tg
—to mention only a few— took part ® Subjects
ranged from "aniline colours" (on whiöh
Mr.Mayston gave a most lucid explanation)'
to the question "How to write up a collection11 . Dr.K.Strauss enlightened us about
"Specimen" and "Ausser Kurs" overprints, Mr.
E.H.Spiro gave a short talk on semi—officia
airmail labels and first flights,followed'
by a display from his specialised collection, and members admired Mr.gtrattr>nts selection of propaganda postmarks. An auction
broughtome brisk bidding. The hon.au.ction'
eer cou_d even dispose of some sheets of
Nicaraguan officials,which he offered as an
inexpensive substitute for wallpaper.
Members of the London Group are looking
forward . to the next meeting in F 'bru.ary.'

T6-46S MONTH

S_

Aar , ':, 7 fä

Enclosed with this "News Letter" to sub
scribers of the New Issue Service is
o ne MINT SET C: (` - " ! 'r ____
Pro Juventu.te 1948 4
at 2s.2d. postfree, I
The amount will be
deducted:from the
current acèount,
Botskings for blocks
cf four, F.D. C,, s,etc,
will be despatched (
separately.

NAWCHL STER GROUP
Secretary, EoM.HATEILTON, 7, The Willows,
Chorlton Ville, Manchester 21.

The Secretary was fortunate in securing a
permanent and convenient meeting place for
the Group at the Theatsheaf Hotel, where the
next meeting is to take place on January 4
All members in the area will receive separate invdtations and should make every
effort to attend, The National Secretary
hopes to be present, there will be a di`
and a short auction,
PLAN FOR A SCOTTISH GROUP. One of our mem
'ers - 7Yl ;d1 . 5 was inv:. te d to
accept office as Secretary: h: d to decline,
owing to overwork. We are looking for volun
tears who are prepared to do some spatework 0
Come on, Scots, you must get your
) ownGrup
and not allow to be beaten by the Saseen
achsI

fly" 1e] '

WAa \ TS & 0 F 1 E 3 S

Insertion of 2 lines FREE to members,third
line 6d,fourth 1/ Not more than four lines.
WANTED Pro Juventute 1917, 3 Centimes S.G,C6
ueed.. Member 37 1.T.:.Hall}
FOR SALE Zumstein 1945 Special Catalogue,
condition as new,what offers? Member 134
SWISS IMPERFORtiTES required, superb condition
off or on cover,Member 355 i(W,,Lbg, )
EAYONS,SITTING HELVETIA (Strubeli) on over
wanted.Good prices offered. Member 107 (P.M.)
Wanted NEW AGE Stanley Gibbons Album cover
in gond condition. Member 153 (P.R.S, )
FOR SALE Zumstein Europe 1948 Catalogue, as
new, offer over 12/— accepted.. Malabar 75.

